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Abstract 

Software design and code metrics are a promising quantitative engineering approach to 

manage software quality. By building models linking these to quality, poor designs and 

practices are revealed. Future development tearns should leam to avoid these pitfalls and 

take preventive or  corrective measures when necessary, especially in the early lifecycle 

phases. A computer-based critiquing system is ideal for providing this feedback, but one 

based on metrics does not yet exist. This thesis describes such a system. 

At various stages of developrnent, designers submit proposed designs an automatic 

critiquing system, which evaluates them based on rules derived fiom insight drawn fiom 

past experiences. An explmation and course of action is provided for each critique so that 

designers understand the risks of particular designs and can take corrective action. The 

rules can be updated periodically to reflect new understanding. 

Furthermore, an implementation strategy which reuses modules fiom two past research 

projects is proposed. 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 

One of the biggest problems of software development is the management of software 

quality, both in tems of defects, and the ease with which software can be maintained and 

evolved. Software production and evolution is intangible. This nature has caused 

problems for software developers since there is no sense feedback (Neighbors, 1980). 

The tenn coined to describe the situation is the "software crisis," although this has 

extended into a chronic problem. A high percentage of software projects are cancelled, 

and those which remain either fa11 behind schedule or have large cost overruns. On top of 

that, the resulting systems are often plagued by defects (Gibbs, 1994). 

Yet, as t h e  goes by, systems contain an increasing proportion of software compared to 

hardware. Quality and reliability becomes more important than ever. Unfortunately, the 

majority of software development still remains an art rather than a science. Even as more 

development technologies are introduced, development processes remain unrepeatable. 

Most experience gained from past development is discarded rather than behg used as 

feedback to improve the process. 

Soîtware metrics is a potential quantitative engineering approach to solve this. By 

building models Linking intemal measures to extemal attributes k e  defects and effort, 

researchers gain insight into the workings of a development process. These intemal 

measures include not only code metrics, but also early lifecycle artifact metrks, such as 

the Chidamber and Kemerer suite of objectoriented (00) design metrics (Chidamber 

and Kemerer, 1994). 

The obvious idea is for ftture development to leam fram past experiences: avoid 

practices which lead to poor software quality, and emphasue on those which iacrease it. 

This is especially critical in the early lifecycle phases since potential problems are least 

costly to fix there (Humphrey, 1995; Briand et al, 1999). This fonn of feedback is already 

available as critiquing systems (for medical fields, kitchen design, diagramming, 



modeling, and other fields). However, a critiquing system based on software metrics and 

models does not yet exist. 

1.2 Cod of this thesis 

This thesis describes a system to manage software quality based on insight drawn fkom 

past software metrics models. At various stages of the software development tifecycle, 

designers (and possibly managers) analyze the design (or code) with the critiquing 

system. The metrics fiom the artifacts are checked against a large collection of d e s ,  and 

appropriate advice is issued on potential quality problems with specific modules. These 

rules are customizable and updated whenever necessary to reflect new insights gained 

fiom on-going software metrics studies. 

An implementation approach for building such a system is also proposed. This approach 

combines portions of two existing research projects at the university - WebMetrics and 

Holmes. These systems have been the focus of my efforts in the past two years, and 

provide complementing faciiities for an efficient implementation. 

2.2 Structure of this th- 

Chapter 2 details the importance of feedback in software development, while chapter 3 

discusses existing tools and literary works regarding facilitating such feedback. Chapter 4 

provides background on critiquing systems, their applications, and the requirements for a 

metrics-based critiquing system. Chapter 5 discusses the state of the art of soAware code 

and design metrics, and some validation studies. 

The thesis then goes into the details of the metrics-based critiquing system in chapter 6. 

Chapter 7 talks about WebMetrics, a system which coilects software metrics over the web 

and contains parser tools that can be used to extract metrics fiom various languages. 

Chapter 8 details Holmes, which has a generic tool integration architecture supporthg a 

critiquing system in a straight-forward marner. The design of the overall system, dong 



with the procedure for integrating the parser tools &O the H o h e s  critiquing system 

architecture is described in chapter 9. 

Finally, chapter 10 draws some conclusions and provides directions for fùture research. 



Chapter 2. Feedback in software development: state of the art 

Software engineering involves knowledge acquisition. This is the activity where collected 

data gets processed and formalized into knowledge. This process is nonlinear as a new 

piece of information may invalidate ail the knowledge acquired for the understanding of a 

system (Bruegge and Dutoit, 2000). This implies that the development process should not 

be purely linear. Rather, it should be flexible enough so that new knowledge and its 

impact on the system are properly managed. Feedback has to take place so that software 

engineers understand how new knowledge alters existing knowledge. 

The idea that feedback is important for improving a process is nothing new. The 

following sections describe ideas and literary works which apply this idea to software 

development. This includes the "Experience Factory" concept, the Personal Software 

Process, the spiral and WinWin spiral development lifecycles, egoless programming, and 

eXtreme Programming . 

2. I The "Ekperience Factory" 

The experience factory is a support unit within an organization which suppo~s the reuse 

of experience and collective learning within an organization (Basili et al, 1992). This 

concept recognizes the importance of feedback in the software development process. The 

technology transfer between past and present projects should be supported at an 

organizational level. At the end of each specific project, there needs to be some 

packaging efforts: 

To analyze data and information gathered to evaluate current practices, determine 

problems, record findiags, and make recommendations for fbture project 

improvements. 

To package experience gained in the form of structured knowledge (such as 

updated or refined models). 



To store the packages in an experience base so that they are available for fiitwe 

projects. 

The experience factory concept was introduced to institutionaiize this form of leamhg to 

aid with organization improvement. (Basili et al, 1992) describes the Software 

Engineering Lab (SEL) as an operathg example of such a factory. The SEL was 

established in 1976 as a cooperative effort between the University of Maryland, 

NASNGSFC (National Aeronautics and Space AdministratiodGoddard Space Flight 

Center), and Computer Sciences Corporation (CSC). 

The experience factory supports the reuse of experience and collective learning. It is a 

support organization whose processes and activities are distinct and apart from that of the 

project organization. There is continuous feedback o c c u ~ g  between these two 

organizations. The project organization provides products, plans used in development, 

and data gathered during development and operation to the experience factory. In return, 

the experience factory provides reusable experience packages and specific support. The 

experience packages could contain models, standards, handbooks, support tools, lessons 

leamed, and other relevant items. The specific support could corne in the form of 

monitoring, consulting, and training. 

One interesthg tool developed in the SEL is the Software Management Environment 

(SME) which helps project managers search through 15 years of experience archived in 

the SEL. The tool selects appropriate, similar project data so that managers can plan, 

monitor, predict, and better understand their own project based on the analyzed history of 

similar software efforts (Basili et al, 1992). The application of case-based reasoning to 

this tool is implied. 

The personal software process (PSP) (Humphrey, 1995) is a process for development 

improvement on a personal level. It is a self-improvement process to control, manage, 



and improve one's work. There is a structured fiamework of forms, guidelines, and 

procedures for software development. 

PSP defines levels of process maturity, just Wre the capability maturity mode1 (0: 

1 1 Quality management 1 

-- - - - - - - -- 

PSP uses the idea of feedback to achieve improvement. Developers define, measure, and 

track metrics such as code size, defects, effort, defect-removals, and so on. They evalirate 

and l e m  based on their defined processes and measurements. The measurements help to 

improve a developer's ability to estimate code size and effort before starting. They also 

aid the developer in becoming more efficient in doing reviews. 

3 

Humphrey stresses the use of checklists to aid in design and code reviews. A checklist 

makes the review process more complete, formalized, and efficient. As new types of 

defects are found in the development process, they are appended to the checklist. The 

checklist moves the effort of fixing defects up to an earlier phase, where the repair is 

magnitudes less costly (Humphrey, 1995). 

C y clic 

The greatest goal of the PSP is for developers to discover the methods and practices 

which work for theù abilities and adapt the process for their own use. Humphrey ciaims 

that improvement on the personal level ultimately makes developers better team 

members. 

There are a few software development lifecycles which use feedback as a mechanism for 

improving software development. 



One such lifecycle is the evolutiomry prototype lifecycle model, which relies on 

feedback fiom the customer to drive the rest of the lifecycle. An initial prototype is 

presented to customers who then provide feedback comments. Designers l e m  âom these 

comments so as to reme the prototype and develop additional features for the next 

evolution of the prototype. Each new evolution makes the prototype closer to being the 

desued product. 

The spiral and WinWin spiral models also rely on feedback to varying degrees, and are 

described in the foliowing sections. 

2.3.1 The spiral model 

The spiral lifecycle model can be seen as many iterations of the traditional waterfall 

model. It is a risk-driven, cyclic approach to develop increasingly elaborate 

implementations of a system (Boehm, 1988). This results in incremental releases of the 

system. 

Each cycle contains four activities: 

Elaborate (sub)system objectives, constraints, and alternatives. 

Evaluate alternatives with regard to objectives and constraints. Identifi major 

sources of risk. 

Elaborate product and process definitions 

Plan the next cycle. This can include partitioning a system into subsystems, which 

are addressed in parallel cycles. It cm also include a project termination plan if 

the project becomes too risky or unfeasible. 

Designers get feedback about what has been done in the previous cycle, so they can pian 

the next cycle better, or terminate the project earlier. This model is suitable for high-risk 

projects. 



2.3 -2 The WinWin Spirai model 

The main difficulty in the pure spiral model is determining where the elaborated 

objectives, coastraints, and alternatives corne fiom. The WiWin spiral model (Boehm et 

al, 1998) adds additional activities to the pure spiral model to address this shortcoming. 

These activities are based on Theory W (Boehm and Ross, 1988), a management theory 

and approach which says to "make everyone a winner". The authors argue that for a 

project to be successfbl, it is necessary and sufficient to make al1 important stakeholders 

wimers. The team should understand how people want to win, and match people's tasks 

to their win conditions. 

There are two subsidiary principles to Theory W: 

Plan the flight and fly the plan. 

IdentiQ and manage your risks. 

The first principle States that in order to make everyone a winner, a plan to do so must be 

created. This plan is then executed and frequently referred back to. This feedback to the 

plan helps to ensure that everybody stays on the path to "winning". 

The WinWin spiral model identifies stakeholders and their win conditions at the 

beginning of each cycle. From these activities, the objectives and constraints are derived 

in the interest of those win conditions. 

This model has been applied successfully to develop multimedia applications for the 

University of Southem California's integrated îibrary system (Boehm et al, 1998). The 

authors find that this model is suitable for projects where the technology is rapidly 

moving, there is a need for rapid completion, there are many candidate approaches, and 

there is little user or developer experience with similar systems. 



2.4 Egoks  programming 

Egoless programming teaches developers to embrace constructive feedback regarding 

their code. It is a state of mind which prevents individual developers fiom identifjing so 

closely wit h their work that objective evaluation is impaired (Weinberg, 197 1). 

Developers should welcome criticisms which simply make their code better, thus 

benefiting everyone in the team. 

Code reviews are encouraged, since this is when others can help spot flaws and have 

them corrected up-tiont. (Weinberg, 197 1) States that egoless prograrnming and code 

reviews yield severai advantages: 

Developers will instioctively make their prograrns clear, readable, and 

understandable because they know someone else will review their work. 

Developers gain early feedback fiom the review process. 

At least two people would understand the code afler the review. 

Egoless programming's attitude and no code-ownership view seem to correspond with 

some practices of extreme programming. 

2.5 a i e n t e  Progra-ng 

XP (eXtreme programming) (Beck, t 999; Jefferies et al, 2000) is a iightweight software 

development methodology which relies heavily on feedback. It represents a set of 

disciplined practices which al1 stakeholders of a project have to foliow. This includes 

customers, who actudy play a major role in the dwelopment of a system. XP works best 

with small development teams. 

There are many XP practices which rely on feedback, described below. 

2.5.1 High-level feedback 

One XP practice is to always have a customer on-site. This customer should be an expert 

on the problem domain, and is on-site fbii time to assist the development tearn. An XP 

project wnsists of many short release cycles so that there is periodicaily a working 



system which the customer c m  provide feedback about. The features present in each 

release is partly determined by the customer. The customer helps write user stories 

(similar to UML wnified Modeling Language] use cases) for the system. The developers 

then do the "planning game," where they estimate the effort associated with each story 

and negotiate whicb of those stories get implemented in the next release cycle. 

These user stones form the basis of the acceptance tests. These tests are constructed up- 

fiont, and automated whenever possible. Essentially, acceptance tests are tests written by 

customers for the developers. In this way, when the system is integrated, the acceptance 

tests provide fast feedback on whether the system does what it is supposed to do. 

In addition, since the customer is available full-tirne, developers are fiee to ask questions 

directly to the customer. Getting answers right away helps to strengthen the developers' 

idea of the system, and clears doubts and uncertainties up-front. 

2.5 -2 Low-level feedback 

The implementation development itself is also highly feedback-driven. XP developers 

design and code in pairs. This ailows one partner to review the othefs work in real-time 

and give immediate feedback. Code or design flaws are caught and fixed more quickly. 

XP also advocates test-first programming. This means that before code is implemented or 

enhanced, the corresponding unit test has to be writtedupdated first. The unit test is 

frequently run to provide feedback on whether the corresponding code is working. This is 

important because developers get quick feedback about how close the code is to being 

completed. 

Most other development processes leave system integration till the system is almost 

completed. Usualiy, many issues crop up during this stage and c m  take a great deal of 

effort to sort out. XP has a "continuous integration" practice where new/modified code is 

integrated with the rest of the system once that code is working. This gives the team more 

fiequent feedback on how the overail system is fitting together. 



XP development also gains feedback "fiom the code". When developers notice that 

certain code is not optimal for evolution (such as duplicated code, new changes having to 

take place in many different places, and so on), they refactor the code to a better state. 

This allows f h r e  development to occur féster, easier, and with less chance for injecting 

new errors. 

While the ideas described in this chapter consider feedback as an important part of the 

software development process, there is Little tool support for them. The state of the art of 

tools which provide feedback to software developen is described in the next chapter, 

which shows that most of the feedback is based on code syntax or structure, not software 

metrics. 



Chapter 3. Feedback tools: state of the art 

There are existing tools to provide feedback to software developers based on design or 

code. However, these tools emphasize the syntax and code structure of programs by 

default. They do not explicitly target the use of collected software rnetrics and models as 

rules for triggering the feedback mechanism. 

Still, these tools can be valuable and are described in detaü in the following sections. 

They include the well-known LINT, Pattern-Lint, the HP Somench CodeAdvisor, 

ParaSoft7s CodeWizard, and Argo/WML. 

3.2 LrnT 

LINT (Johnson, 1978) is one of the earliest tools which provides feedback to C 

developers about issues not usually caught by a compiler. The tool was meant to be 

complementary to the compiler - developers would mn it afier compilation is successful. 

The separation was done so that each tool is stredined for its fùnction. The eadiest 

LINT was built partly using the Portable C Compiler (PCC), and reuses the preprocessor 

nom the C compiler. 

This tool helps developers locate bugs, inefficiencies, and deviations from the C standard. 

It alerts the developer on issues like unused declarations/definitions, urueachable code, 

and variables being used before being initialized. It also implements tighter type rules 

than the C compiler. 

Given some C source files, %nt *.c' will produce messages describing inconsistencies or 

inefficiencies in those programs. Additional options inelude "-p," which comments on the 

portability of the C program, and "-4" which points out error-prone and wastefùl 

constructs. 

In addition, experienced programmers coding something which is not obvious and 

advanced can add LINT-silencing directives to those code sections. 



$ crt fi1a.c 
i n t  ma in( )  { 

s t a t i c  char* s = "s t r ingl l ;  
char*  p; 
i n t  x; 
i n t *  y; 

/* Suspect  assignments */ 
p = 1; 
y = (x  == 1) ? ax : s; 

/*  Unxeachable code */ 
p = s; 
r e t u r n  1; 

1 
$ lint fi1m.c 
  file.^", l i n e  10: warning: i l l e g a l  combination of p o i n t e r  and 
i n t e g e r ,  op = 
" f i l e . c W ,  l i n e  11: warning: i l l e g a l  p o i n t e r  combination, op : 
" f i l e . c w ,  l i n e  16: warning: s ta tement  no t  reached 
" f i l e . c W ,  l i n e  16: warning: p set b u t  not  used i n  func t ion  main 
" f i l e . c W ,  U n e  II: warning: y set bu t  not  used i n  func t ion  main 

- -- -- 

Figure 1: Sample LINT session 

The above sample session shows LINT output for a variety of code fragments for which 

old compilers would not cornplain about. The tool is warning about questionable 

assignments to pointers, meachable statements, and "useless" variables which are set 

but never used. Later compilers would likely issue wamings about assignments, but not 

unreachable code or unused variables. The most recent compilers, such as IBM's 

VisualAge compilers, do perform these checks as weU. 

Pattern-Lint (Sefika et aï, 1996) is Wre LïNT but for design-level feedback. This tool 

checks for implementation conformance to designs. Specifically, the tool enables close 

monitoring of how faitffil an implementation is to the intended design. These "designs" 

range from standard archite!ctural models to common recurring design abstractions W<e 



design patterns (Gamma et al, 1994). This makes the system's design rule-base reusable 

across a wide variety of systerns since these rules refer to common building blocks. 

Pattern-Lint integrates a paner, program database (stores information about code 

entities), and a Prolog inference engine to aceomplish this. In addition, the system also 

provides visual representation of the involved classes. 

There are two types of rules in Pattern-Lint: 

Clear violations of a particular design 

Rules which incrementaliy determine the conformance to a certain design 

The second type of rule allows a more detailed analysis, and reduces the nsk of 

identiQing false positives and fdse negatives. 

(Sefika et al, 1996) gives an example where an implementation was supposed to reflect 

the Medi- design pattern but violates it. The Mediator pattern describes a 

collaboration of classes where they communicate with a central mediator instead of 

having to deal with many dfierent classes. It turned out that programmers allowed these 

classes to taik directly with each other in an attempt to improve pedionnance, and this 

was picked up by Pattern-Lint. This type of detection is usefbl in identifying portions of 

the system where clarity and h r e  understanding may be compromised. 

3.3 HP S@Bench Cudddvisor 

The HP SoftBench CodeAdvisor (Hewlett-Packard Company, 1998) is another de-based 

source code checker. The SoftBench development environment dows a developer to 

invoke the CodeAdvisor which perfonns a static analysis, checking for a variety of niles 

ranging fiom LWT-like rules to more C++-specific rules. Before invoking CodeAdvisor, 

the developer has to first teil the compiler to generate a static database. Then, 

CodeAdvisor fùnctions by traversing this database. 

An example of a Cu-specific   le says that if any member of a class is virtuel, the 

destructor for that class should also be virtual. This prevents possible memory leaks in 



subclasses. Another rule states that if a class dynamicaily allocates memory or declares a 

copy constnictor, then an "operator -' member function should be supplieci to maintain 

consistency . 

The rules can also be customized through the programming of custom C-H- classes which 

extend £tom the provided API (application programming interface). For instance, a 

developer may wish to mite a custom mie to enforce all ciass names to start with a 

capital letter as part of a coding standard. 

3.4 PîuaSofl CudeEzwd 

hother  sirnilar product is ParasofYs CodeWizard (Kolawa and Hickens, 1998). This 

tool's main focus is to enforce coding standards. It also advises on poor code designs. 

Many of the rules are based on (Meyers, 1998), and other d e s  advise on issues such as 

memory management, C* assignment operators, and 00 designs. 

The behavior of the CodeWizard can be customized through a suppression mechanism. 

Users cm choose to enable only those violations which pertain to their own coding 

standards. To add or custornize d e s ,  users use the RuIeWzard. This is a simple point- 

and-click user-interface to step users through setting rules up. 

CodeWizard rules concentrate on C* coding standards and many recommended C++ 

practices, some examples being: 

Prefer use of iostream to stdio. 

Prefer use of new and delete to malioc. 

Check return value of new. 

Avoid data members in public interfaces. 

Never retum a reference to a locally allocated object. 

Pointers to hct ions should use a typedef 

Do not use constants that are outside the char type's legal range. 



3.5 A r g m  

ArgoRlML is a unifieci modeüng language (UML) CASE tool for software architects and 

designers. It is a general framework for UML modeling, and can be customized for 

specific domains. For example, Argo/CZ supports the architect in designing with the C2 

architecture style (Taylor et al, 1996). 

This system has a tightly integrated design cntiquing system (Rabbins. 1 998). This 

critiquing system is an intelligent user interFace mechanism which analyzes a design in 

the conte- of designer decision-rnaking7 and provides feedback to the designer to help 

improve the design. While the designer is working, it continually checks for errors and 

incomplet en es^^ and when necessary, will suggest aitematives or offer heuristic advice. 

Argo/UML offers a critic browser for users to choose which cntics are active. This 

browser (see Figure 2) shows the cntic's headline, priority, description, and a ClRL for 

fùrther information. 

Figure 2: Critic browser in Argo/UML 



Designer feedback fiom a large number of critics needs to be managed such that the user 

is not overwhelmed or tembly distracted. Argo/UML uses a "To Do" List to deal with 

this. When the critiquing system wants to provide advice, the advice is added as an item 

to the "To Do" list. This List is non-disruptive and aliows the user to deal with the 

situation in one of two ways - act on the advice, or carry on the design work 

uninterrupted. 

This passive mechanism is desirable for many reasons. First of ail it is non-obtrusive and 

allows designers to continue working and not lose their trains of thought. When ready, 

designers can address the items ia any order. This mechanism also ailows designers to 

ignore the advice when they are under deadhe or business pressures. In this case, the 

system serves to alert the designers to potentiai problems which they c m  address later. 

Finally, the system allows designers to dismiss particular critiques, in recognition that 

sometimes, designers are "smarter" than the cntiquing system and do things a certain way 

because they have additional experience or knowledge. 



............................... ............................... . ................................ ............................ ............................. 

fferentirie them. If thb not your intent you should 

"-"......*...............---.-.....-.."-~".....................-".- ....... ............ ...................................... 

Figure 3: Argo/UML displays critique in a "To Do" list. 

Besides analysis nom the critics, Argo supports other sources of items for the "To Do" 

list. The process mode1 c m  post items to remind the designer to finish tasks which are in 

progress. Designers cm also post items to rernind themselves to r e m  to deferred design 

tasks. 

A fùrther mechanism for filterhg advice is the idea of perspectives in the "To Do" list. 

Users cm filter the advice by selecting perspectives which represent the type of advice 

they would üke to concentrate on. For example, close to the end of the day, the user 



might be interested in browsing al1 the items which serve as remioders for complethg 

certain tasks. 

3.6 Crin'quing systems: a way to iinplement feeàbaek 

Software development is ail1 far fiom being a science. Researchers do not yet have all 

the answers to software development problems. The only thing developers can draw on 

are past experïences and the d e s  or guidelines which have emerged fkom them. A 

repeatable process for learning tiom past experience is needed. Critiquing systems are a 

promising way to implement this type of feedback, and are described in the foîiowing 

chapter. 



Chapter 4. Proposols for fdback-based tools: requirements of a 

critiquing system 

A critiquing system evaluates a proposed solution against some rules and offers critiques. 

Critiquing systems got their start in the medical field. The tenn "critiquing system" was 

frrst used to describe ATTENDING, a computer system which evaluates medical 

treatment plans (Miller, 1984). Since then, critiquing systems have been applied to other 

fields such as kitchen design and cornputer-aided design. 

4.1 ComptaAson to other feec0ack systems 

There are other systems which support feedback to the user, such as expert systems and 

case-based reasoning systems. Each of these systems takes a different approach to 

feedback, and generates different kinds of output. 

4.1.1 Expert systems 

The job of a critiquing system is to answer the query ofwhether a proposed solution is 

acceptable in the m e n t  situation. This is not the same as an expert system. An expert 

system already kwws al1 the answers - it produces a solution given a problem 

description. 

On the other hand, a critiquing system talces a problem description and a proposed 

solution, and produces a critique of that proposed solution. A cntiquing system is most 

useful in domains where there is no one correct answer to a problem. It c m  still provide 

usefùl feedback with incomplete knowledge and uncertain situations. 
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Figure 4: Differences between expert systems, u s e  based reasoning, and critiquing 

systems 

4.1.2 Case-based reasoning systems 

While an expert system is a rule-based reasoning system, there is another approach - the 

case-based reasoning (CBR) system. CBR is a way of capturing previous experience to 

solve new problems. It matches a new problem's important features or characteristics to 

old cases which were successful before (Chi and Kiang, 1991). CBR systems work by 

defining a way to determine how similar two cases are based on their features. They 

search through a case base to find the most similar cases. 

CBR is most suitable for domains where: 

The problem domain is not weli understood. 

The domain theory is too weak to be acquired fiom the experts. 

Several literary works describe the application of CBR to software development. (Joshi 

and McMiflan, 1996) describes MESCA (menu browser using case based reasoning), 

which uses CBR to fhd the best suitable user-inte~ace (UI) objects for a UI developer. 

UI developers supply the characteristics of the UI component they requue, such as: 

Application type 

Operating system 



Application domain 

Level of cornputer literacy expected fkom the user 

MESCA will then h d  "intelligent" matches for the developer to use. 

The authors in (Bergmann and Stahl, 1998) applied CBR to the comparison of objects in 

00 environments. Instead of a strict equality test, the proposed framework uses CBR to 

assess the similarity of two objects. This is intended for comparison of objects within a 

large class hierarchy, and especidy usefùl if one object contains other objects. The 

authon c d  this process the comparison of "object-oriented case representations7'. 

The example given by the authors describes a system which stores idormation about 

personal computers (PC). A PC has a processor, hard drive, floppy drive, and optional 

storage devices. A storage device cm be a hard drive, CD-ROM drive, optical drive, and 

so on. Ln an 00 system, each instance of a PC holds instances to other technical objects. 

In the proposed framework, CBR is applied to determine the similarity between two PC 

instances, even if what each PC holds differs in various areas. 

(Tessem et al, 1999) describes a support tool which uses CBR to effectively retrieve 

reusable classes for rapid-prototyping. In a rapid development environment, leveraging 

reuse (if possible) is important. Developers cm tell the tool the characteristics of the class 

it needs, and the tool will search out similar classes. 

This support tool targets classes written in the Java language, since Java supports the 

reflection property. This property allows the tool to automatically extract descriptors 

fiom existing Java classes. The tool m e r  deduces information about a class by 

analyzing the signatures of methods and attributes. For instance, if a developer wants a 

Stack class, the system wiil search for similar classes. The classes which have method 

signatures involving "push" and "pop" will be considered more simila. to what the 

developer wants. 

(Gresse von Wangenheim et al, 1999) describes a more general application of CBR to 

s o h a r e  engineering. The authors state that experience factories are needed for software 



engineers to collect and reuse software enginee~g "know-how". For these experience 

factories to be put into practice, they argue that a "cleve?' assistant is needed. This 

assistant should: 

Supply the "right" experienceware to users on demand fiom the experience base. 

L e m  fiom its own experience . 

Continuously adapt to the specific environment. 

Since such an assistant needs to judge the sllnilarity of situations described in the 

experience base to the current situation, CBR is a very appropnate technique to apply. 

However, the problem with CBR is that it cannot take into account situations where there 

are also rules or guidelines available, which cannot be expressed in the form of a case 

(Chi and Kiang, 1991). CBR can only determine similarity between the current situation 

and existing cases. A critiquing system does not determine similarity, but is a flexible 

system which cm take rules and guidelines into account. 

4.2 Cliaracten'stics of critiquing systems 

Cntiquing systems try to say the "right" thing at the "right" tirne (Fischer et al, 1993). 

Most critiquing systems are "passive" in the sense that they provide feedback but not 

implement the suggestions for the user. It is up to the user's discretion whether advice 

fiom the system should be followed or not. 

These systems are designed to address the shortcomings of expert systems in two ways - 

to be more acceptable and more flexible. 

People generally do not iike a computer to tell them that their solution is wrong, and have 

that computer provide them with the correct solution. To be more acceptable to humans, 

critiquing systems should only provide comments when significant problems are 

detected. They try not to challenge the user. Instead, they should provide feedback dong 

with an explanation or justifkation for those comments (Gertner, 1994). 



Critiquing systems also tend to be more flexible. An expert system is rigïd in its 

knowledge and oniy understands certain solutions. This is less suitable for solutions that 

require subjective judgment. On the other hand, critiquing systems cm take a range of 

solutions and still offer feedback. 

4.2.1 Suitable domains for critiquing 

Certain domains are more suitable for critiquiog than others. (Miller, 1986) describes the 

characteristics of these d o h s  for the medical field: 

1. There are a number of alternative choices. 

2. There are a number of different risks and benefits associated with the various 

choices in different patients. 

3. New treatment choices and new knowledge about existing features periodically 

alter the field. 

Clearly, these points could easily be interpreted for other fields. 

Point 1 says that if a certain domain has only one correct way of solving a problem, a 

critiquing system is not necessary. An expert system would be more appropriate. Point 2 

says that if a domain's problems can have multiple solutions, but there are no risks or 

benefits associated with these solutions (that is, it does not matter which solution is 

taken), then there is no benefit to have a critiquing system. 

Point 3 is relevant to software metrics since the field of software metrics is still under 

research. Furthemore, metrics-based models are continually updated to reflect the 

current development process, so any guidelines drawn from these models would be 

updated whenever necessary. A development team's process can also mature, at which 

point the team could alter the critiquing system to address finer-graineci issues. 



4.2.2 Active and passive intervention strategies 

There are two strategies for critiquing systems and their users to interact (Fischer et ai, 

1993) - active and passive. 

An active ctitiquing system continuously monitors user actions. As soon as a problematic 

situation is detected, the system would make suggestions. A passive cntiquing system is 

one which requires the user to explicitly invoke the critiquing system to evaluate a partial 

design. 

Studies show that passive critics are often not activated early enough to prevent designers 

fiom continuing with solutions which are known to be suboptimal or have problems 

(Fischer et al, 1993). Thus, an active critiquing system is more desirable. However, in 

domains where partial designs cannot be reliably evaluated, it would be more appropnate 

to use a passive critiquing system. 

There are existing tools which support feedback tbrough the use of cntiquhg systems. 

The simplest and widely-known example would be the Office Assistant in the MicrosoA 

Office product. This monitors user actions for certain triggers when it will suggest 

relevant help topics for the user to read. 

Other such applications include LISP-Critic, Hydra-Kitchen, TraumAID, and eMMaC, 

which are described in the following sections. 

4.3.1 LEP-Critic 

LISPGritic is a critiquing system to help users learn and use a complex Lisp environment 

(Fischer, 1987). The author chose to use a critiquing system over other systems to 

facilitate incremental learning and l e h g  on demand. A ~ o r i a i  system is too rigid 

since it dictates what the user does and where the user goes. The traditional odine help 



system is too passive and forces users to know what they are looking for before being 

able to find the information they need (a catch-22 situation). The author used the 

critiquing system approach to provide users with what they need when they need help. 

The LISP-Critic system is an intelligent support system. It has knowledge about the task, 

the user, and supports more natural user-interaction (compared to prior systems). The 

system knows about the many tùnctions available within a Lisp environment. It also 

adjusts the advice based on the type of user. Two types of users are supported: 

Those who want to leam how to produce better Lisp code. 

Those who want help in making their existing Lisp code better. 

Generally, this cntiquing system suggests transformations of the code which can make 

the code easier to read or maintain. It can also suggest ways in which the code can be 

made to be more machine efficient. Some of the advice include: 

Replace compound calls with more powefil ones (e-g. ( n o t  ( evenp a ) with 

(oddp a)) 

Replace with partial evaluations of expressions (e.g. (sum a b 3 4 > with (sum a 

b 7)) 

Eliminate dead code 

Suggest simpler/faster conditional and arithmetic expressions 

Replace garb age-generating expressions b y non-cop ying expressions 

Replace with partial evaluations 

To help users learn, a visual user-interface shows the effect of a suggested 

transformation. This browser also shows the suspect code in a separate panel. Rules are 

specified in Lisp itself 



4.3.2 Hydra-Kitchen 

Hydra-Kitchen (Fischer et ai, 1993) is a design environment constnicted fiom HYDRA 

Vischer et ai, 1992) to facilitate the design of a kitchen layout, which has embedded 

critiquing support. There are three types of critics: 

Generic critic 

Specific critic 

Perspective cntic 

Generic critics reflect knowledge w k h  cm be applied to all kitchen designs. These can 

represent rules and regulations of the domain. Specific cntics reflect knowledge relevant 

to situation-specific characteristics. For instance, a specific critic woufd suggest that a 

dishwasher be placed to the left of the siok because a particular customer is lefbhanded. 

A perspective critic allows designers to interpret the design fiom different perspectives. 

For example, a resale-value-perspective critic would suggest that the dishwasher should 

not be to the leA of the sink since the majority of buyers are right-handed. 

These different levels of critics allow the design to be evaluated completely, or with a 

specific objective in mind. The HYDRA environment is the basis for several domain- 

specific design environments, includhg lunar habitat design, computer network design, 

aud user-interface design. 

4.3.3 TraumAID 

TraumAlD aids in the treatment of trauma patients at a hospital (Gertner, 1994). When a 

trauma patient is brought in, the situation is uncertain, and there is incomplete knowledge 

about this patient. What is lmown about the patient's condition is entered into TraumAID, 

dong with the doctor's proposed plan of treatment. The system critiques the doctor's plan 

based on this information, and the doaor can request M e r  explmation of any given 

advice. 



Speed is important in treating trauma patients, so the system has to be designed in a way 

to accommodate the work flow of the staff Also, in order for the staff to feel cornfortable 

with getthg feedback fiom the system, the system's interface and output had to be 

carefùlly designed and tested. 

To make the critiquing sentences less awkward, the author had to create a concept 

representation map in the system. This allows concepts to be mapped to different 

sentence structures and still read naturaliy. For example, the concept of closing a chest 

wound would be represented as "closing the chest wound" in one context and "to close 

the chest wound" in another. 

4.3.4 eMMaC 

Critiquing systems were even applied to multimedia authoring (Nakakoji et al, 1995). 

The eMMaC (environment for multimedia authoring color critic) system helps casual 

users hamess the power of high-functionality multimedia authoring tools. It critiques the 

use of color combinations and color balance. 

The critic was developed in VisualWorks Smalltallc. The rules in eMMaC are stored in a 

community knowledge base which knows about color perception and color theory, based 

on human visual perception and the history of color usage in different cultures. 

The authors descnbed an example where a user draws a yellow bicycle with a purple 

background. The user then invokes the critic on that pichire. The cntic replies that the 

balance between the purple and yellow is not appropriate, and suggests a lighter yellow 

color. It also Lists the thoughts associated with the color purple, such as "longeYity," 

"mernories," and "poweî'. The user can take these factors into consideration, or even 

accept the suggested lighter yeliow and allow the system to make the changes. 



4.4 HighL-leel requirements of a sofik)are meirrks-bmed cntiquing system 

A software metrics-bascd critiquing system is a specialization of a critiquing system 

which critiques desigdcode based on some metrics-based rules. Such a system would 

have the following high-level requirements: 

Reusable across difFerent source languages. 

Simple to setup, cm, or be integrated into the development environment. 

Easily accessible and custornizable metrics-based rules. 

Includes description, reason, suggestions, and comext for each critique in the 

output. 

4.4.1 Reusable across source I m a g e s  

A rnetrics-based critiquing system should be reusable across a variety of input laoguages. 

While the d e s  are usually tied to studies arising fkom a specific language like C*, there 

are rules which apply across dBerent languages. Examples include 00 design rules and 

heuristics, which are applicable to both designs and 00 language code. Since the general 

mechanism is the sarne, this system should not miss the opportunity of being reused for 

different languages at once. 

4.4.2 Simple to setup, run, or integrate 

The system should also be simple to setup, run, or be integrated into the development 

environment. When it cornes to introducing new technologies or techniques into an 

existing process, people are usualiy hesitant about trying them. They feel unwilling 

because it changes the way they go about their work, and know that it will take additional 

tirne and effort to learn to use the new tool. 

To overcome these concerns, a new tool should be as easy and familiar to the user as 

possible. ùi this case, the goal is to make the user more willing to use a metrics-based 

critiquing system. Essentially, this means that it should be easy to invoke the t w l  and it 

should be easy to examine the output of the tool. This cm be done in two ways: 



Emulate the invocation and output of existing development tools, such as 

compilers and editors. 

Integrate the tool completely into an existing development environment. 

The first option is ideal for developers who, for example, use Ernacs as their editor and 

invoke the compiler either fiom the command h e  or fiom within Emacs. With this 

option, the tool should run with command-line options similar to other compilers (such as 

gcc's [GNU C compiler] -1, -D, and -c options) and write output in a format usable by 

Emacs (such as gcds "filename : îinenum: mes sage" output). 

The second option is suitable for developers who already work with an existing 

development environment. If the critiquing system is most kely used with this particular 

environment only, it makes sense for it to be completely integrated with that 

environment. in this case, the environment's user-interface elements, such as menus and 

buttons, are used to invoke the tool. The resulting critiques wodd be presented in the 

user-interface as weU. 

Twl administrators, and possibly users, should be able to easüy add or customize the 

rules used in the critiquing system. Due to the nature of software metrics and 

development, this is a necessary requirement. On-going metrics studies could reveal 

metrics which are better predictors of quality. Development teams and their processes 

would most likely mature over tirne. Al1 these factors indicate that the mies used for 

cntiquing are very likely to change. 

To facilitate these changes, the system should provide a way to easily customize the rules 

base. The easiest way to accomplish this is to specify rules in a well known, high-level 

language well suited to describing entities and their relations. The administrator shouid 

not be expected to figure out complex MI'S to customize d e s .  This method is highly 

flexible but assumes some background in programming. 



The other way is to aiiow niles to be altered through a "point-and-click" user interface. 

This makes simple changes feasible even for regular users. The daculty is in predicthg 

aii the customUations that users couid possibly make, and to make ail those 

customizations available in the user interface. Since this is usualiy not possible, the 

resulting user interface would be less flexible than the programming solution. 

4.4.4 Adequate cntiquing output 

Each critiquing output of the system should include a description, the reason for the 

critique, possible suggestions, and the context of the critique. The description should 

explain what the critique is about. A reason for the critique should always be provided. 

This was explained in (Gertner, 1994) - users would rather be told the reason for the 

critique than simply be told what to do. 

If the critiquing system bas enough information to offer suggestions, that should also be 

included. This will aid the user in more quickly transforming the code or design so as to 

avoid the rule violation. 

The system should also indicate the context of the critique whenever possible. This helps 

the user isolate the suspect code or design more quickly. Pointiag out the offendhg entity 

is usually sufficient. If the system is integrated with the development environment, it 

could go one step fùrther and b ~ g  up that entity in the user interface. 

4.4.5 Cornparison of existing critiquing systems 

To see how suitable existing critiquing systems are for behg software metrics-based 

critiquing systems, they are compared with each other using the requirements outlined in 

the previous section Since these requirements are for a system which critiques code or 

design, only those systems which talce that as input are considered. 



Table 1: How existing tools compare to identifid metrics-based critiquing system 

requirements 

1 System 

(SupporLed 

Language) 

LINT (C) r 

Pattern-Lint 

(C++) 

Type of 

critique 

Bugs, 
ineficiencies, 

deviations 

h m  standard 

Mahtainabiiity 

and machine 

efficiency 

C* language 

specific pitfds 

Different 

aspects of 

software 

archit ectured 

design 

Deviations 

fiom desigos with 

vi sualization 

browser 

Simple to 

setup, run, 

or inttgrate 

of violations 

Easily 

Customizable 

mles 

Adequate 

critiquing 

output 
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System Simple to 

(Supported Type of setup, m m ,  

1 Language) 1 critique 1 or integrate I 
1 ParaSoft 1 Deviations 1 Integrated I 

Easiïy Adquate 

output 

CodeWizard 

(c*) 

RuleWizard Detailed I I 
point-and- 1 expianation I fiom coding 

standard click UI 

with other 

ParaSofi 

This table shows the limitations of existing tools i~ i the context of being metrics-based 

cntiquing systems. First, al1 these twls are bound to a pacticular code or design language, 

losing the oppominity to be reused across languages. With the exception of Pattern-Lint 

and CodeWizard, the rest have rule bases which either cannot be customized, or require 

understanding of complex API's. 

Pattern-Lint and CodeWhrd seem to satis@ the requirements the best. However, both 

are tightly integrated with specific environments - Pattern-Lint with its own custom 

visualization browser and CodeWizard with the other commercial ParaSoft products. 

Moreover, none of these twls consider the perspective of rules based on software metrics 

and mode1 studies. Their original intentions concerned only code or design structures. 

Certainly, they help developers l e m  fiom past mistalces, but not fiom a quantitative 

point of view. 

The metrics-based critiquing tool tries to address al1 these requirements. It is reusable 

across languages by integrating with the WebMetrics metrics extraction tools (Succi et al, 

2000), which use a weli-defmed metrics output format. Like LINT, the tool is simple to 

setup and run, since it can be invoked with gcc-like syntax, and its output follows 

compiler-style output which many editors such as Emacs can directly interpret. 

The rules used by the system are customizable through the use of Prolog, just WEe 

Pattern-Lint. Prolog is a fairly well-known high-level language, and is weli-suited for 



describing relationships. In this case, it is suitable since the d e s  deal with code or design 

entities, such as classes and fiinctions, and their related software metrics. 

The critiquing system models f ier  ArgoNML in its critiquing output. That means each 

critique includes a description, a reason, possible suggestions, and the context. The 

reason for the critique is an explmation of historical and statistical findings based on past 

models built on software metrics. When fasible, suggestions on how to hprove the 

design or code to comply with the specific rule would be provided. In addition, the 

context of the violation is also mentioned. This would be the entity whose correspondhg 

metrics triggered the critique. 

In addition, if the number of critiques grows large, the user may wish to filter the output 

in order to address certain problems fust. The system provides additional cornmaad-line 

options to allow the generation of only certain types of critiques. For instance, the user 

might wish to see only violations based on 00 metrics first, before moving on to 

violations based on procedural metrics. 

Software metrics is a promising quantitative approach to describe software and its 

development process. Some metrics have been shown to be correlated with quality, and 

are suitable for use with a metncs-based critiquing system. The state of the art of 

software metrics and some of their validation studies are detailed in the uext chapter. 



Chapter 5. Providing feedback with metries 

Sohare  metrics is an area which tries to quanti@ different aspects of software 

development. This is an attempt to bring a more scientific bais to software development. 

In general, there are two types of rnetrics - process metrics and product metrics. 

S. l Rocess and product nielh'cs 

Process metrics rneasure the software developrnent process itself Measures can include 

design tirne, coding tirne, code review tirne, and so on. These are related to the kind of 

measures used for project management. 

On the other hand, product metrics measure aspects of the product being developed. 

These could include direct measures such as program size and complexity, or indirect 

measures such as d e f a  density. 

Of the two types, product metrics are usually easier to collect. This is especially true for 

static code and design metrics, which can be automatically calculated. Since this does not 

take much effort, static product metrics tend to be easier for organizations to adopt. 

5.2 Regression and mo&Is 

The value of intemal product metrics is not entirely in the numbers themselves. Certainly, 

it is usefùl to know how large or wmplex a code module is. However, the real poteatial 

of internal product metrics is that they can be studied in combination with extemal 

attributes. For instance, we could have the complexity of code modules as the internal 

product metric and the number of defects found in the same code modules as the extemai 

quality attribute. Using regression, we can build a mode1 which relates one to the other. 



Figure 5: Sampte model esplainimg defects witb code compltxity 

The model would reveal whether there is a relationship which exists between the interna1 

measure and the extemal attribute. In the case of the mock example above, we could see 

that there is a relationship by inspection, and that the number of d e f a s  increases 

exponentially as the complexity of the code increases. 

5.3 Rocetlurd code meincs 

Code metrics are the most welî-known product metrics. One such measure is the much 

debated lines of code (LOC) measure. There are other code metrics which are common 

since they can be applied to most software language routines. One such masure is the 

information flow metric (Henry and W a ,  198 l), which measures information flow 

complexity. This measure is also commonly known as fan-in and fan-out. It is a count of 

the units of information being brought in and out of a routine. 

Other procedurd code measures are described in the foilowing sections. 

5 -3.1 McCabe's cyclomatic complexity 

McCabe's cyclomatic complexity (McCabe, 1976) measures the complexity of a routine. 

From a routine's flow graph, the cyclomatic complexity is equal to the number of Linearly 

independent paths: 



Figure 6: Flow graph of a routine with cydomatic complexity of 6 

The reasoning is that the more flow control structures there are in a routine, the more 

complex the routine. The extra complexity can cause problems with testing and 

understanding. This measure can be simplified to one plus the number of decision nodes 

in the routine: 

V(G) = # decision nodes + 1 

(McCabe, 1976) descnbes the use of McCabe7s cyclomatic complexity as a quality 

guideline. in the author's environment, when the complexity of a Fortran module 

exceeded 10, the author of that module was asked to break it d o m  into subfinctions, or 

rewrite it entirely. 



5 -3.2 Halstead volume 

The Halstead volume venton, 1996) attempts to give another view of code size. The 

volume number is supposed to give an estimate of the number of mental cornparisons 

required to write a routine of a certain length. The measure is dependent on the number 

and types of operators and operands w i t h  a given routine: 

where: 

Ni = total occurrences of operators 

N2 = total occurrences of operands 

pl = number of unique operators 

112 = number of unique operands 

S. 4 Object-on'enied design inetrr0cs 

In addition to code, metncs have also been proposed for designs, especially object- 

oriented (00) designs. Since 00 designs can be well-defmed and specified, as with a 

language like the Unifieci Modeiing Language (UML), measures about a system7s class 

structure, coupling, and cohesion can be easily derived. 

The most well-cited 00 metrics are the Chidamber and Kemerer (CK) suite of O 0  

design metrics (Chidamber and Kemerer, 1994). This is a set of six metrics which capture 

different aspects of an 00 design, including cornplexity, coupling, and cohesion. These 

metrics were the first attempt at being 00 metrics with a strong theoretical basis. The 

metrics are listed below: 

Weighted methods per class W C )  

Depth of inheritance tree (DIT) 

Number of children (NOC) 



Coupling between object classes (CBO) 

Response for a class (RFC) 

Lack of cohesion in methods (LCOM) 

The details and measurement scale types (Fenton, 1996) of each are descnbed below. 

5.4.1 Weighted methods per class (WMC) 

This metric is defked as the sum of the complexities of a class' methods. Ifa class has n 

methods, each with a complexity of c, then: 

For simplicity, ail method complexities can be considered to be unity. This reduces to 

W C  = n, which is equivalent to the number of methods (NOM). 

WMC maps the concept of a class' complexity into a masure. The more methods a class 

has, the higher the WMC metric value. Siace WMC has a meaningful zero value (a class 

with no methods) and there is only one distinct way of counting methods, WMC is of 

absolute scale type. 

Ln the more cornplex case where method complexities are not taken to be unity, the sa le  

type of WMC changes. There is a requirement that the definition for complexity be of 

either interval, ratio, or absolute scde types. This is because the addition of nominal and 

ordinal numbers is meaningless. Then, the scale type for WMC depends on the scale type 

of the definition of complexity. 

5.4.2 Depth of inheritance tree (DIT) 

This metric is dehed as the maximal depth of a class relative to the rwt of an 

inheritance hierarchy. DIT maps the concept of the scope of properties into a masure. It 

measures how many ancestor classes c m  potentially affect a certain class. Since 



inheritance involves inheriting a parent class' methods, it makes it more complex to 

predict a subclass' behavior. 

The longer the path fkom a class to the absolute base class, the higher the DIT metric 

value. Since DIT has a meaninfil zero value (a class with no parenthcestor classes) 

and there is only one defined way of counting the depth in the inheritance tree, DIT is of 

absolute scale type. 

5.4.3 Number of children (NOC) 

This metric is deîhed as the number of immediate subclasses of a particular class. NOC, 

like DIT, maps the concept of the scope of properties into a measure. It measures how 

many classes can potentially be affected by a certain class, since they inhent the methods 

of this class. 

The more subclasses a class bas, the higher the NOC metric value. Since NOC bas a 

meaningfbl zero value (a class can have no subclasses) and there is only one distinct way 

of counting the number of subclasses, NOC is of absolute sale type. 

5.4.4 Coupling between object classes (CBO) 

This metric is defined as the number of other classes to which a particular class is 

coupled. A class is coupled with another class if it accesses a method or attribute of the 

other. CBO maps the concept of coupling for a class into a measure. The more classes a 

class is coupled to, the higher the CBO metric value. Higher coupling meaas that a class 

is less modular in terms of design. 

Since CBO bas a meaDingfb1 zero value (a class cm have no accesses to another class' 

methods and vice versa) and there is only one distinct way of wunting the number of 

coupled classes, CBO is of absolute sale type. 



5.4.5 Response for a class (RFC) 

This metric is defined as the sue ofthe response set for a particular cless. The response 

set consists of ail the methods for this particular class, and the set of methods caiied by 

those methods. Membership to the response set is only defmed up to the first level of 

nesting of method caiis "due to the practical considerations hvolved in collection of the 

metric" (Chidamber and Kemerer, 1994). RFC maps the concept of methods as measures 

of communication into a measure. The more methods a class could potentially di, the 

higher the RFC metric value. With a larger RFC value, a software tester needs more 

understanding of a class in order to test it. 

Since RFC has a meanùigfùl zero value (a class cm have no methods at ail) and there is 

only one distinct way of counting the number of methods owned or calied, RFC is of 

absolute scale type. 

5.4.6 Lack of cohesion in methods (LCOM) 

This metric is defied as follows: 

Consider a class C with n methods . 

For each method Mj = Mi, Mz, . .. , Mn: 

Let (4) = the set of instance variables used by method Mk 

Now, let: 



LCOM maps the concept of cohesion into a measure. Chidamber and Kemerer claim that 

the higher the degree of similarity between methods, the higher the LCOM metric value. 

It is desirable for a class to have higher cohesion, since that means the class is more 

modularly designed. With low cohesion, a designer might then decide to split the class 

down into two or more classes to create better abstractions. 

This metric depends on the cardinality of sets, which is an absolute measure. That means 

that LCOM is also of absolute scaie type. There is also the restriction that LCOM is equal 

to zero when IPI > IQI. This is simply a restriction based on performing subtraction on 

natural numbers. 

5.4.7 Example calculations of CK metric suite 

To illustrate the calculation of the CK metrics, the following simple class hierarchy and 

some associateci code fragments will be used: 

- 

class A { 
public : 

A(); 
void aMethod ( ) ; 
void aMethod (int) ; 
void anotherMethod ( ) { 

B b; C c; D d; 
b - f  0; 
attr = c.someValue+d.g ( )  ; 

} 
-AO; 

private : 
int attribute; 

1; 
class E { 

i n t a , b , c , d , e , x ,  y, z ;  
v o i d M l ( )  { a = b = c = d = e; 1 
v o i d M 2 ( )  { a = b =  e; ) 
void M3() { x = y = 2; ) 

1; 



5.5 Cn'ticisms of the CK met& suite 

While the CK metric suite has been widely accepted, it has also met with some criticisms. 

In particular, the WMC, CBO, and LCOM metrics have been targeted. LCOM's 

definition was also fùrther refined. 

S. 5.1 Criticisms of WMC 

(Churcher et. al, 1995) criticizes the WMC metric for a lack of thorough definition. For 

instance, here are some of the questions the authors raised: 

Should inherited methods be considered in the calculation of WMC? 

Are overloaded methods of the same name counted once or many times? 

Should the count of methods occur prior to or after preprocessing? 

Chidamber and Kemerer reply in the same article that we shouid go with our intuition as 

to what is considered as design effort. Thus, inherited methods should not be counted 

since they involve no extra effort. Overloaded methods of the same identifier should be 

counted, and calculation of the metric should occur before preprocessing. 

Still, the article has raiseci some good points about how design metrics should not be 

language dependent. 



5 -5.2 Criticisms of CBO 

(Hitz et. al, 1996) criticizes the CBO metric for the insufkient mapping of empirical 

relations. The authors pointed out specific situations: 

Access to instance variables should be considered as stronger couphg than 

message passing. 

Access to instance variables of other classes should be considered as stronger 

coupling than access to instance variables of a superclass. 

Passing a message with a wider parameter interface yields stronger wuplmg than 

passing one with a slim interface. 

Violating the Law of Demeter yields strong coupling than restricted ('Demeter 

conforming) message passing. 

Couples to the following types of objects should yield increasing coupling values: 

1. local objects 

2. method parameters 

3. subobjects of seif (instance variables) 

4. subobjects of a superclass (inhented instance variables) 

5. globai objects 

The violation of the Law of Demeter can be shown by the following C++ example: 



class B ( A *  f 0 ;  1; 

class C ( 

Violation 

class A ( void g o ;  1 ;  

A* a; 

B* b; 

void M( 1 ( 

Conformance 
class A ( void g ( 1  ; 1 ; 

I class B ( A* f ( ) ; void apply-g ( ) ; } ; 

class C ( 

B 

Yearly, the indirect coupling on the left is much %orse" than the couplhg displayed on 

A* a; 

B* b; 

void M() ( 

the right. However, for both cases, CBO(C) has a value of 2. The authors argue that this 

behavior should be reflected in the CBO metric. 

5 -5.3 Criticisrns of LCOM 

The LCOM metric has encountered criticisms fiom several authors. Hitz and Moatazeri, 

in particular, pointed out multiple weaknesses of the metric in (Hitz et al, 1995). 

The authors describe LCOM as being counter-intuitive. Consider the foilowing cases 

where the dots represent instance variables and the ovals represent methods. A dot 

appearing within an oval means that the method is referencing the instance variable. 

In both cases. we would say that they are equdiy non-cohesive. Howmr, the LCOM 

value for both are different. 



The authors tùrther criticized LCOM as being dependent on the number of methods in a 

class. Consider the case where we have a "chain" like this: 

Each two adjacent methods share the same instance variable. Ifwe have 3 methods in the 

chain, LCOM is O. However, if we have 5 methods in the chain, LCOM is 2. LCOM 

increases as the number of methods in the chah increases. This is undesirable since the 

level of cohesion is the same no matter how many methods there are in the chah  

Finally, the authoa criticized LCOM for not taking other types of cohesion into account. 

Consider a List class which has the following size method: 

int sizeo const { retum emptyo ? O : 1 + taiIO.size0; ) 

This method is certainly very cohesive but LCOM does not take that into account since it 

does not access any instance variables. 

5.5.4 LCOM refinement 

Li and Henry improved this metric in (Li et al, 1993), but Hitz and Montazen refined it 

using graph-theoretic terms. Given a certain class X, Ix is the set of instance variables and 

Mx is the set of methods. A graph &(V, E) c m  be constructed where the vertices V 

correspond with the methods, and the edges E are: 

E = &n, n) E V x V 1 (3 E I ,  : (m accesses i )  A (n accesses i)) v (m caifs n )  v (n calis m)} 

Thus, the edges hdicate which methods share instance variables or cal1 each other. 

LCOM is then defineci as the number of connectecl components of Gx. 

Furthemore, also consider the case where multiple ciasses have LCOM = 1. We would 

like to distinguish the level of cohesion in those classes. Considering that the least 

number of edges in any graph is n-1, and the greatest number of edges is n(n-1)/2, we can 

define C as: 



The more edges there are in a graph, the more comected the graph is. This means the 

class is more cohesive. Thus, the closer C is to 1, the more cohesive the class is. 

5.6 Codation with quality 

There are many literary works correlating software metrics with software quality. They 

try to empirically validate proposed metrics and identw the ones most usehl for 

estimatiodprediction purposes. 

One of the earliest works in this area is (McCabe, 1976). In this paper, McCabe proposes 

the cyclomatic complexity metric, as well as discuss his study with real programs at the 

Department of Defense. He worked with PDP-IO Fortran programs, and found that an 

upper-bound of 10 for cyclomatic complexity was usefùl for that particular environment. 

When functions were found to go over this limit, programmers were asked to either break 

that fùnction down into subfunctioas, or rewrite that fùnction. The intent was to keep 

modules manageable for testing al1 independent paths. 

(Agresti and Evanco, 1992) tried to project software defects fiom Ada designs. They built 

models relating various product and process metrics to the defect density of a produd. 

The rneasures corne fiom static analysis of 16 Ada designs and included measures for 

context coupling, visibiiity, import origin, intemal complexity, volatility, and reuse. 

As object-oriented design metrics emerged, studies correlating those metrics with quality 

took place. (Li and Henry, 1993) modeled maintainability of Ada systems using 00 

design metrics. This study was new since older literary works did the same study but only 

with procedural metrics. The authon used five out of the six CK metrics dong with some 

of their own proposed ones. Maintainability was measured by the number of lines 

changed per class. The empirical study was done with two commercial systems designed 

and implemented with Classic-Ada. 



A more recent study cm be found in (Briand et al, 1999). In this paper, the authors 

stressed the importance of early lifecycle measures because they allow for better 

management of the later phases. They stated that a more effective quality assessrnent is 

needed in the early phases, since that is when preventive or corrective actions cm most 

easily impact the quality of a system. An empirical study was done to validate a set of 

cohesion and coupling measures for predicting the fault-proneness of three large-scale 

Ada projects at the NASA Goddard Flight Center. 

Now that we have taken a look at critiquing systems and software metrics, the next 

chapter describes the software metrics-based critiquing system. The various parts of this 

system, its suitability to software development, and its characteristics are described in 

detail. 



Chapter 6. A softwrire-metrïcs based critiquing system 

This thesis descnbes a s o h a r e  metrics-based critiquing system. Feedback is au 

important part of software product and process ixnprovement, and there are already 

processes and tools to address this issue. However, for those who are investing time and 

effort into the study of software metrics and models in their environments, a tool to 

support design feedback based on those results is desirable. 

6.1 Sysîem description 

Basically, the cntiquhg system critiques a proposed design based on d e s  found upon 

results of a software metrics/models study: 

proposeci Critiquing 
design S ystem critique 

Rules based 
on historicd 

models 

Figure 7: Metrics-based critiquing system 

6.1.1 Thput 

The critiquing system takes a proposed design as input. The term "design" refers to both 

the traditional meanhg of design and source code. In the ideal case, the code 

implementation of a software produa follows an existing design exactly. This is otten not 

the case in real development, where the implementation deviates âom the design as tirne 

passes. Still, the source code reflects some khd of underlying design, which could stiü be 

critiqued. 



The term "proposed" implies that the design is nothing more than a rough plan, but that is 

not the case. The proposed design is the m e n t  stage of design or code which the 

developer feels is the solution to the problem at hand. 

The proposed critiquing system implementation relies on the WebMetrics metrics 

extraction tools (see the chapter on WebMetrics for more det'ds). WebMetrics has tools 

to extract metrics fiom WC*, Java, Smalltalk, and the Rational Rose petal format, 

which would allow the critiquing system to be reusable across languages. The factor 

which makes this possible is the common metrics output fonnat shared by all the tools - 

the WebMetrics Data (WMD) format. It is a well-defmed fonnat which the core of the 

critiquing system cm read. 

6.1.2 Critiquing system 

The critiquing system proposed is one which uses the passive intervention strategy 

(Fischer et al, 1993). This means that instead of continuously monitoring the progress of 

a designer's work, the critiquing system is a tool which the designer has to explicitly 

invoke. This makes sense for source code as incomplete source is difficult to parse 

correctly. The value of this tool is in providing semontic feedback, but it has to make the 

assumption that the input is already syntacticaUy correct. 

To make developers feel more cornfortable with this tool, the system is invoked with gcc- 

Iike syntax. In the case of the C* fiont-end, the -1 and -D options have the same 

behavior as in gcc for speciQing include paths and macro definitions. The -c option is 

also recognized as the user wanting source file(s) to be individuaily parsed. This is 

analogous to gcc which interprets the -c option as only compiiing individually source 

filets), but not linking. 

There are additional options to control the types of critique generated. In a situation 

where there are a large number of violations, the developer might wish to address certain 

violations first @erhaps the higher-level 00-metrics based violations with a "-WOO- 



met r i  CS -onïqi' option). After those violations have been cleared, then the developer can 

nui the tool in its default operatiag mode to show al1 violations. 

6.1.3 Rules 

The mles used by the critiquing system are customkable rules drawn fiom insight arising 

fiom software metrics and mode1 studies. These rules can be drawn fiom those models 

either directly or indirectly . 

As a simplified example, imagine an organiration which is about to start work on the next 

release of their software product. They have a bug tracking database which contains al1 

known defects in their previous release. The details of each defect include a List of classes 

which were changed in order to fix the defect. 

At this point, the organization can coiiect a set of 00 software metrics f?om the previous 

release of the software. They can then study the correlation between those metrics and the 

defects. Let's say that they managed to draw these observations: 

1. When the depth of inheritance of a class exceeds 4, the number of defects grows 

exponentially . 

2. There is a slight positive correlation between the average LOC per method in a 

class and the number of defects. 

3. There is a slight positive correlation between the number of chilchen in a class a ~ d  

the number of defects. 

From these insight s, the organization could issue these guidelines to developen after 

m e r  investigation: 

1. The depth of inheritance of a class should generally not exceed 4. 

2. If the average LOC per method in a class is greater than 43 d the number of 

children in a class is over 7, break the long methods down into smaller methods. 

The e s t  guideline is one derived directly nom the study. The second guideline is an 

indirect one derived fiom two observations. Neither observation is strong enough to stand 



on its own, but the managers could decide that if both of those phenornenon were 

violated, a class becomes questionable and is likely to have a higher number of defects. 

These guidelines can be incorporated as mies in the critiquing system to critique designs 

and code developed for the next release of their software produa. The d e s  for the 

cntiquing system described in this thesis are specified in Prolog. The second rule above 

would look like the following: 

-- 

indirectcritique (Class, NOCLimit, MeanMethodLOCLimit) : - 
nocTooHigh(Class, NOCLimit), 
meanMe thodLOCTooiiigh (Class , MeanMethodLOCLimit ) . 

nocTooHigh (Class, Limit) : - 
noc(Class, Value), Value > Limit. 

meanMethodLOCTooHigh (Class , Limit ) : - 
meanMethodLOC (Class, Value) , Value > Limit. 

meanMethodLOC (Clas s, Value ) : - 
classLOC (Class, ClassLOC) , nom(Class, ClassNOM) , 
Value = float(int~to~atorn(C1assLOC) ) / 

float (int-to-atom ( ClassNOM) ) . 

Figure 8: Example metries-based rule in Prolog 

6.1.4 Critique 

A list of critiques is the output of the cntiquing system. Each critique corresponds to a 

particular entity and contains: 

Description of the violated rule@). 

Explanation of the violations. 

Possible ways of transfonnllig the m e n t  design to conform to the d e s .  

Context of the violation. 

The critique is an analysis of a proposed design against niles based on past experience. It 

is important that the critique contains an explanation of the violation. (Gemer, 1994) 

notes that for TraumAïD, a critiquing system to assist doctors, the doctors noted that it 

was more important for the system to explain decisions rather than to provide the correct 



decision. This should also hold m e  for s o b a r e  engineers - they are more likely to 

accept critique if the underlying reasoning and proof is provided. 

FoUowing up the example in the previous section, if the DIT of a class is over 4, the 

explanation given would be "Studies on release 1.13 have shown that when the depth of 

inheritance tree is over 4, the number of defects found in a class grows exponentially. 

This class has a DIT of 5, so it is very likely to have defects.". 

Ifavailable, possible ways for the designer to traasfonn the design to cooform to the 

rules c m  also be provided. For example, "Consider reducing the depth of inheritance tree 

by refactoring the hierarchy using the 'Replace inheritance with delegation' technique" 

(Fowler, 1999). 

The critique should also include the context of the violation as well. Ideally, this would 

list the corresponding filename and a line number which shows the offending entity. The 

output format is gcc-lilce so that editors like Emacs can imupret them directly - users 

can then select the critique and be brought directly to the fle at the specified line 

number. 

The complete output described in the example might look like this: 

enc.h:29:Clasa ExtremelySpecializedClass has too high a 
DIT value. Studies on release 1.13 have shown that when 
the depth of inheritance tree is over 4, the number of 
defects found in a class grows exponentially. This class 
has a DIT of 5, so it is more likely to have defects. 
Consider reducing the depth of inheritance tree by 
refactoring the hierarchy using the "Replace inheritance 
with delegation" technique. 

Figure 9: Critiquiog output example 

However, the current WebMetxics system does not report line number information in the 

metrics output. The workaround is to simply report a lhe number of "1". In this way, 

users can still be brought to the correct nle where the violation occurred. They then have 

to search the file for the offending entity. 



6.2 Suitabili@ of critiquing system to somate drrropment 

(Miller, 1986) describes criteria which make a domain more appropriate for the 

incorporation of a critiquing system than others. In that Light, software development fits 

ail the criteria: 

There is defmitely more than one way of solving a problem with sohare.  For 

instance, a designer could choose aggregation over inheritance, or name a method 

"list~embers" versus "lsrnb". 

There are different risks and benefits associateci with difTerent solutions for 

solving different problems. For instance, there are tradeoffs dealhg with 

breakhg a larger class into two smaller classes. Breaking down a large class 

which already works takes additional effort, but the resulting quality in terms of 

maintenance is Iikely to be better down the road. 

New studies on software metrics and new kwwledge about an organkation's 

development process are penodicdy being introduced. 

With these characteristics, software development could benefit fiom a cntiquing system. 

A critiquing system would know about the nsks of certain designs, and wiU wam 

designers of the consequences of following those designs. If new metrics or knowledge 

cornes along, the critiquing niles can be adjusted to accommodate them. 

Furthemore, as an organization matures, the List of design guidelines wili grow. Design 

or code reviews would start to become a long and tedious process. A critiquing system 

can quickly critique a design based on many niles. The accuracy of such an automated 

process would also Likely be higher. In addition, since the time to do the critique is cut 

down, designers would get much quicker feedback to what they have just worked on. 

With the design still fiesh in their minds, they could more easily relate the critiques back 

to their work. 



6.3 Discussion 

6.3.1 IdentiQing appropriate projects for cntiquing 

Not al1 software development projects are suitable for such a critiquing systern. It would 

be dacuIt for new development to make use of it due to the lack of historical data. One 

approach would be for the new project to 'bborrow" d e s  coming fiom a project which is 

similar in terms of scope and complexity. However, this is risky since the deveIopment 

process or the designers' maturity could be drastically different. 

The critiquing system is most usefùl for projects which already have a history of metrics 

and data. This implies projects which are in the maintenance phase, or projects which 

will have a new release based on a previous release. 

6.3.2 When to critique 

Obviously, a design would be better if it was critiqued more often. This tightens the 

feedback loop so that designers have less oppoitunity to follow well-known design 

pitfalls. The critiquing system can be rua whenever designers arrive at some stable 

design or development stage. In the case of source code, the only requirement is that the 

source code is syntactically correct. This implies that if the source code can be compiled, 

it can also be critiqued. 

If frequent use ofthe critiquing system is not possible, then it can be used at strategy 

points in the development. For instance, the design can be critiqued at the time of a 

design or code review (usually done with a senior designer). In this way, the senior 

designer can provide non-metrics based feedback, dong with advice on how to 

overcorne the critiques pointed out by the critiquing system. 

6.3.3 Passive intervention strategy 

The passive intervention strategy was chosen for the metrics-based critiquing system. The 

greatest reason for this choice is that the system has to work with source code as well as 



designs. At the source code level, there is no reliable way of evaluating a design if the 

source code is still being worked on. As mentioned before, source code has to be 

syntactically correct for critiquing to take place. 

That said, the application of an active intervention software metrics-based critiquing 

system for designs should be a direction for fùture research. In a design environment such 

as Rational Rose and other LlML modeling tools, a critiquing system cari be integrated 

which monitors each change made by the designer. The moment a violation is detected, a 

critique is output for examination by the designer. This requires a much h e r  grain of 

integration between the design environment and the critiquing system, and will not be 

pursued in this thesis. 

6.3.4 Passive user interaction 

There are three strategies for user interaction with the critiques produced by the system: 

Passive: Let the user make the changes. 

Prompt: Make the changes for the user, but prompt user for confirmation at each 

step. 

Automatic: Make the changes for the user without confirmation. 

These are discussed in more detail in the chapter on Holmes. The passive strategy was 

chosen for this system. There are a couple of reasons. The k s t  reason is that it is the 

sirnplest strategy to implement, especially for a prototype system. The second reason is 

that while suggestions can be made based on a d e ,  the steps involved with the 

transformations are not straightforward and highly context-sensitive. 

Consider the suggestion - 'Xeduce the depth of inheritance tree by refactoring the 

hierarchy using the 'Replace inheritance with delegation' technique". There are many 

considerations involved with choosing the correct class to apply this technique to. The 

decision depends on style, clarity, agreement with the rest of the development team, and 

so on. The automatic strategy would not be a good choice in this case. 



The prompting strategy might be a good candidate for simple suggestions. Indirect d e s  

involving more than one violation would involve multiple fixes, and are likely unfeasible 

for a prompting strategy. 

6 4 Roposed impleittentotion qpproaeh 

Building a software metrics-based critiquing system requires metncs computation nom 

code or design, and a critiquing system which can analyze metrics. Two research projects 

- WebMetrics and Holmes - are extremely relevant and can be composed to build this 

system 1 have been heavily involved witb the research and development of WebMetrics 

and Holmes in the past two years. 

The next two chapters describe these research systems and theü relevance in more detail. 



Chapter 7. WebMetrics 

WebMetrics is a research system to explore the idea of downloadable pay-per-use 

software tools (Succi et al, 2000). The domain chosen for this research is the field of 

software metrics, so WebMetrics is essentially a system to support metrics computation 

and collection over the web. Users access the system using a web browser. 

Based on their pnvileges on the system, users can execute a variety of metrics collection 

and analysis twls. Metrics collection tools are launched as Java applets on the client side 

to parse source code and compute metrics. Aftemards, only the metxics are sent back to 

the semer. This ensues that sensitive source code is never transmitted onto the 

wlnerable network. Such a mode1 also ensures that users automatically run the latest 

version of a tool without the burden of system administration and maintenance efforts. 

The main feature of WebMetncs is the variety of metrics extraction tools available for 

different languages - CK*, Java, Smalltalk, and the Rational Rose petal format. My 

main contribution is the design, development, and continual improvement of the C/C* 

metrics tool. At the same tirne, I also helped develop the Java metrics twi, and aided 

others in developing the Smalltalk metncs tool and the "smart" statistical analysis tool. 

Al1 these metrics tools are valuable since they can be reused in the metrics-based 

cntiquing system. 

The WebMetrics tools are ali written in Java to aüow them to run on a variety of client 

platforms. Wsually, these tools are tied to the overall web-based metrics collection 

system. However, they are also deployed as standalone tools for use in studies with 

industry and our own metrics research. 

Z 1 Metrcs collected 

The metrics tools currently calculate a predeterrnined set of metrics. 



Table 2: Metrics collected by WebMetrics tools 

Class LOC 

NOM 

DIT 

NOC 

CBO 

RFC 

LCOM 

muse Metrics 

Function LOC 

McCabe's cyclomatic 

complexity 

Haistead volume 

Information flow 

(Fan-In/Fan-Out) 

Reuse level 

Reuse fiequency 

Reuse density 

but this has not been implemented yet. However, new metrics can be programmed by 

using the provided APL 

7.2 Anaiogy to compilation 

The process for extracthg metrics fiom a C* project using WebMetrics is very similar 

to the process of compiling a C++ project fiom the command line. 

C u  
compile 

compile 

Figure 10: Simplified compilation process for a C++ project 
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Figure 11: Metrics extraction process for a C++ projet 

tnstead of compiling source files into object files, the tool parses source files into relation 

files. The relations describe the existence and relations between entities found in the 

source fdes. Theq similar to linking object files into an executable, the tool analyzes all 

the relations and calculates metrics fiom them. 

7.3 Usage 

The usage of the individual metrics tools is illustrated by the usage of the WebMetrics 

C++ metrics tool (wmcc). The other tools work in a similar manner. 

The syntax of the tool is quite similar to the syntax of the 'gcc' compiler. To parse 

"file.cppn Uito relations, simply type: 

$ wmcc -c file. cpp 

If that succeeds, a file named "file.cpp.wrl.gz" will be produced in the same directory as 

"file.cpp". WRL stands for WebMetrics Relation Language, and GZ is the gzip (GNU 

zip) compression format. 

Parsing a source file requires the parsing of any included header files as well. To 

explicitly specim header file directories, use the -1 flag: 



Predefined preprocessor macros are specified in the same manner with the -D flag: 

$ wmcc -DDEBUG -D SETTING=l -c f i le .  cpp 

When al1 the relation files have been produced, metrics cm be analyzed £iom them. A 

project usuaily has more than one source file, which results in multiple relations files. Al1 

the relations can be analyzed with a single command: 

$ wmcc -O metrics . wmd * . wrl . gz 
This will analyze al1 the relations, with the metrics reported in a file nameci 

"metrics. wmd". 

Z 4 T w l  requiremevt fs 

The metrics twls were written in Java 2, so a Java 2 (or higher) virtual machine is 

required. The tools work on di platforms with adequate virtual machines. 

To parse a project, all the code must be syntacticaily correct. This is best venfied by 

making sure that the source code compiles before attempting to use the tool if possible. 

In addition, al1 the include files used by the project must be present. For example, if the 

project was M e n  in Microsofk Visual C* 5, the user must have al1 the include files 

that corne with that development environment. 

7.5 Tool delails 

Each metrics tool consists of a grammar parser, a symbol table, and supporting classes. 

The grammar parser recognizes the syntax of a particular language and is written in 

JavaCC (Metamata, 2000). The symbol table and al1 supporting classes are written in 

Java. 

The general flow of control is shown below: 

1. The parser parses the source code and populates a symbol table. 

2. M e r  parsing is done, each entry in the symbol table is asked to report its 

relations. 



3. An analyzer reads in the relations into a set. 

4. For each desired metric, the value is calculatecl by querying the relation set. 

Currently, the C* metrics tool is the most actively-used tool. To facilitate fbtwe 

developrnent, more in-depth details about this tool are provided below. 

7.5.1 Packages 

The base package of the C* meuics tool in the research repository is 

webmetrics . t o o ï s  . parser . cpp3. This contains the main parser, syrnbol table, and 

anaîyzer classes. In addition, there are other sub-packages: 

Table 3: Sub-packages in the C++ tool package 

Sub-Package 

license 

Description 

License management classes for deploying a the-limited 

tests 

7.5.2 Scopes and tables 

The symbol table centers around the SymtabManager class. The basic job of this 

Singleton class (Gamma et al, 1994) is to resolve names to their correspondhg entities. It 

keeps track of the types encountered during parshg, and also the state of the stack. scope 

objects represent the concept of scopes in the language - function scopes, local scopes, 

global scopes, class scopes, and namespace scopes. 

evaluation version of this too 1. 

Contains a growing collection of tests which exercise the parser. 

A new test is constructed for each new defect found. Regression 

ui 

wmcc 

testing d e s  use of ail the tests found here. 

Graphical user-interface front-end which is used when the tool is 

launched as part of the main WebMetrics system. 

Implements a commaad-line front-end with 'gcc' Mce syntax. 



Each scope holds the types and variables which were declared inside that scope. Class 

scopes have associations with other classes fiom which they inherit. Function scopes 

keep track of additional information related to the caldation of procedural metrics. 

Generic scopes represent a genenc template class. A class instantiated fiom a template 

class is represented by an instantiated swpe. An explicitly specialized template class is 

represented by a specialized clam scope. 

In addition, each scope reports relations related to its type of scope. Class scopes report 

relations dealing with member functions and attributes. Function scopes report relations 

on tùnction calls, attribute usages, and Iow-level procedural metrics. 

7.5.3 Analyzer 

The analyzer's job is to read in relations and calculate metrics based on the relation set. 

To deal with relations, the webmet ri  CS . t o o l s  . w r ï  package is used. This package 

contains the R e l a t i o n s  Set Loader dass which parses relation files, and the R e l a t i o n  

class which represents a relation. 

7.5.4 Metrics 

Each metric (such as LOC) is a class which implements the Measure interface. This 

foilows the Strategy design pattern (Gamma et ai, 1994) so the analyzer c m  calculate 

each metric in exactly the same way through polyrnorphism. New metrics can be 

developed by simply constructing a new class implementing this interface. 

7.5.5 Language feature support 

Most features of standard C++ are recognized by the metrics tool, including exceptions 

and namespaces. Every aspect of templates is handled, except for nested templates. 

Pointers to fùnctions are also handled, but with the simplification that the tool ody keeps 

track of the retum type of that function. 



7.6 WebMe0cs Data (WlçiD) ou@ut format 

Each tool parses the given source code (or design in the case of the Rose tool), calculates 

the metrics, and outputs them in the WebMetrics data (WMD) format. A sample output is 

shown below: 

WebMetrics Data 
Project for user: liue group: SE Labs 
XClass: nominal, LOC: ratio, NOM: absolute, DIT: absolute ,  NOC: absolute 
SINValidator.h/S1NValidator,20,6,OfO 
SIN.h/SIN, 6,3,0,0 
common/~igits. h/Digits, 3, 3, O ,  O 
#Function:nominal,CC:absolute,V:none 
SINValidator. h/SINValidator: : validate, 8,30 - 0 
SIN.h/SIN: :digitAt, 1, 50.109 

Figure 12: Sample metrics output in WMD format 

WMD is essentially a comma-separated values (CSV) file format with some additional 

meta-data to describe the file and the nature of the data. The first line is always 

"WebMetrics Data" to indicate a WMD file. The second line contains a fiee-text 

description of the data. The remaining body contains actual metrics. 

The body can contain different categories of metrics. Figure 12 shows a file which 

contains 00 as well as procedural metrics. Each category starts with its own header. This 

header line has "#Y as the fhst character, then a comma-separated list of metric names. 

The BNF (Backus-Naur Form) (Aho et ai, 1986) for metric names is shown below: 

m e t r i c  : := i d e n t i f i e r  : s c a l e - t y p e  

scale-type : := nominal 1 ordinal 1 inkrva l  I xat io  1 absolutœ I non- 

ote: idenf$er is simpiy a C-style identifier. 

Figure 13: BNF for metric names 

The scale-type refers to the measurement scale of the particular rnetric. Knowing the 

measurement scale of the metrics data dows programs to penorm more "intelligent" and 

meaningful statistics (Fenton, 1996). For instance, if a particular metric is of "ordinal" 

type, an averaging program should not calculate the mean of the data. Rather, it should 



calculate either the mode or the median. The "none" s a l e  type is for measures which 

have questionable scale type, such as the Halstead volume. 

Al1 other Lines contain metrics data correspondhg with the preceding category header 

line. The CSV format was chosen for the data because it is simple to produce, easy to 

work with, and is supported by popular applications, including Microsof€ Excel. 

Z 7 WebMehies Relations Language (WRL) 

The relations produced by the metrics twls conform to the WebMetrics Relations 

Language (WRL) - a high-level, metdoriented intermediate representation used to 

convey the structure of a source program. The structure of a system is al1 about entities 

(such as classes and fiinctions) and their interactions with each other. WRL describes a 

set of such relations. 

7.7.1 Motivation 

The field of software metrics is comtantly changing. There is no standard set of metrics, 

and new measures are always being proposed. Metrics researchers have to modiS, their 

existing parser toois in order to accommodate the new measures. This is a real challenge 

since such tools usually have very complex parser-generator and language-semantics 

related source code. It is also easy for metrics researchers to inject errors while modifjhg 

the large amounts of code involved. Therefore, it would be desirable to decoupie the 

information extraction process nom the use of the information. More specifically, the 

language parsing should be decoupled fiom the metrics analysis portion of the process. 

This requires an additionel layer of abstraction with an associated intermediate 

representation. 

This is why WebMetrics utilities WRL. Metrics can be calculateci by directly querying a 

relation set. 



1 
Relation Analyzer 

set 

specifïes 
metrics 

based on 

Metnçs 
researcher 

-- 

Figure 14: Relation set as Iayer of abstraction for metrics analysis 

For instance, a metrics researcher who wants to calculate the depth of inheritance tree for 

a class knows to look at the inheritance hierarchy to deduce the measure. The metrics 

researcher should not have to deal with language parsing production concepts such as 

declarations, class specifiers, and base clauses (Ellis and Stroustrup, 1990) in order to 

calculate the measure. 

7.7.2 Details and current specification of relations 

The relations were designed as Prolog-like clauses. An example of a Prolog clause is 

fatheroohn, tom). This structure is ideal for describing language-entity relations. 

Currently, the foilowing relations are defined. They have been chosen to specificdly 

facilitate the calculation of certain 00 design and procedural meuics: 

Table 4: Current specification of relations 

Relation 

I 1 lines of code. I I 
hasLOC(entity, x) 

Description Simple Example 

The specified entity bas x hasLOC(Stack, 6) 



Relation 

hasClass(entity, class) 

hasMethod(entity, 

method) 

has Attribut e(ent ity, 

attribute, typename) 

hasMetric(ent ity, 

metric, vaiue). 

extends(entity, class) 

calls(entity, method, x) 

-- 

uses~ttribut e(entity, 

attribute, x) 

Description 

The specified entity contains 

the specified (inner) class. 

The specified entity has the 

specified method. 

The specified entity has an 

attribute of the specified 

type- 

The specified entity bas the 

specified vaiue for a 

particular metric. 

A parsed entity includes the 

specified file. 

The specified entity is a 

specialization of the 

specified class. 

The specified entity called 

the specified method x times. 

The specified entity uses the 

specified attribute x times. 

Simple Example 

hasCiass(Stack, 

Stack: :Iterator) 

hasMethod(Stack, 

Stack: : push) 

hasAttribute(Stack, 

Stack: :sue, int) 

hasMetric(A: : aMethod#O#, 

FanIn, O). 

hasFile@:lParsers/IncludeN 

C/iinclude/w inver. h). 

extends(Stack, Coliection) 

calls(Stack: :pus4 

Stack: :isFull, 1) 

usesAttribute(Stack: :isFull, 

Stack::size, 2) 

When the WRL was extendeci to the Java metrics collection tooI, extra relations had to be 

added to handle the unique situation where the intefice inheritance hierarchy is separate 

fiom the class inheritance hierarchy: 



Table 5: Additional relations for Java 

Relation 

hasInterface(entity, 

interfacename). 

ext endsInterface(entity, 

int erfacename). 

Description 

The specified entity contains 

the specified interface. 

The specified entity (an 

interface) extends the 

specified interface 

Simple Example 

hasInterface(java.uti1 .Map, 

java.util.Map.Entry). 

extendsInterface( 

java.utiï.Properties, 

java.utii.Hashtable). 

7.7.3 Signatures 

Since names cm be qualified, and finctions and templates (in the case of C*) can be 

overloaded, a simple name is not sufficient for identiQing each entity. The metrics tool 

uses a special signature scheme to represent them. 

A class narne is qualified in the usual C* way with ": :". In addition, the name of the 

füe in which the class was declareci, dong with a slash, is prepended to the class name. 

Some examples are: 

Narnespace signatures are handled in the same marner, such as 

Function signatures are necessary due to function overloading. The foliowing table 

illustrates some C++ fbnctions and their comsponding signatures in WebMetrics. 

Table 6: Function signature examples 

C++ Code 
void f O ;  

void f (int) ; 

void f(const int); 

void f (int, double) ; 

Signature 

f#O# 

f #l#int# 

f # l # i n t $ C #  

f#2#int#double# 



I 1 I 
These are al1 distinct fùnctions in C*. The extended BNF of the fûnction signature is: 

C++ Code 

void MyC1ass::fO { /* ... */ 1 

void MyC1ass::f O const ( /* . . . */ ) 

function-signature : : = 
function-name # num-args ( #  arg-name) * (#$Cl ? # 

-- 

Signatui& 
MyClass : : f #O# 

MyClass::f#O#$C# 

arg-name : : = simpl e-arg-name (QC 1 ? 

AS a general note, (.. .)* means zero or more, (. ..)+ means one or more, and (. ..)? means 

optional. The "$c" signifies that the entity preceded by it is const-qualified. 

Iostantiation of template classes involves the name of the template class and the types 

bound to specific template parameters. Some examples of this type of signature are: 

Tabie 7: Instantiated template signature examples 

I I 1 
The extended BNF for instantiated template signatures is: 

C++ Code 

MyList<int> 

MyMapCchar* , int> 
std: : vectorCboo1, 

std::allocator<unsigned int> > 

instantiated-class-signature : := 
template-class-name @ num-templa te-params ( @  type-name) + @ 

Signature 

MyList@l@int@ 

MyMap@2@char*@int@ 

std::vector@2@bool 

@std::allocator@l@unsigned int@@ 

Moreover, an additional scheme is needed to deal with template parameters which have 

not been instantiated yet. Consider the foliowing: 

template cclass T, class U> 
class MyClass ( 
void f (T) ; 

1 ; 

When relations are generated for MyClass, the signature for the member fbnction r needs 

to know what type T is, but T is still unbound. The m e n t  scheme gives a special name to 



unbound tempiate types. h tbis case, T is known as MyClass : :  SUT^ and u is known as 

MyClas s : : SUTS. Thus, the signature of f is: 

7.7.4 Advantages and disadvantages 

The extra layer of abstraction inserted into the metrics analysis process creates a more 

modular design overall. There are tradeoffs involving this approach, but the benefits seern 

to outweigh the shortcomings. 

Metrics researchers only need to deal with the hi&-level, metncs-onented intermediate 

representation when adding or modiQing metrics to calnilate. This spares them fkom 

havhg to know intimidating details about how a language is parsed. What this means in 

the end is that modifications can be done more easily, more quickly, and with less chance 

of injecting errors into the existing source wde. 

In addition, the breakdown of the metrics extraction process into modules offers more 

opportunities for reuse. Each module and abstraction layer is a point of reference for 

reuse by other modules. 

On the other hand, adding an extra layer of abstraction means that initial development 

t h e  will be longer, shce the developer needs to spend more effort in the design of the 

modules and the intermediate representation. However, the savings in maintenance effort 

later on in the development Lifecycle offset this disadvantage. 

Performance will likely degrade with the extra layer, but that is expected for having more 

flexibility . 

Also, the intermediate representation needs to be designeci very carefûlly. It has to be 

adequate enough such that all desired metrics cm be calculateci from that representation 

done. Failure to satisfy this will mean possibly having to edit the language parsing code 

once again. 



As an example of calculating relations fiom code, here is a simple C H  class hierarchy 

dong with some associated code fragments: 

The generated relation set for this code contains relations such as the following: 

... 
extends ( "Eu', "Cl') . 
hasLOC (veE1l,  . 
h a s M e t h o d  ("E", "E: :Ml#O#Y . 
h a s A t t r i b u t e  ( "El1, llE: :aee, @'inte ' )  . 
hasLOC ( "E: :M1#O#ll, "1") . 
u s e s A t t r i b u t e  ("E:  :Ml#O#'ef "E: :ae1, 11111) . 

class A { 
public:  

A ( ) ;  
void aMethod ( ) ; 
void aMethod(int) ; 
void anotherMethod ( ) { 

B b; C c; D d; 
b . f O ;  
a t t r  = c.someValue+d.g(); 

1 
-240; 

pr iva te  : 
i n t  a t t r i b u t e ;  

1; 
c ï a s s  E { 

inta, b , c , d , e , x , y , z ;  
v o i d M 1 0  { a = b = c = d = e; } 
void M2() { a = b = e; ) 
void M3() { x = y = z ;  } 

1 ;  

C 

A 

I I 
B C 

L 

I 1 1 

Figure 16: Subset of  relations gcnerated from example 

Figure 15: Eumple CU hierarchy and code fkagments 

, 
D 
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Figure 16 shows that language-level concepts such as dedarations class structures, and 

method cails are all expressed in terms of these relations. Queries can now be performed 

on the extracteci relation set in order to perform metric calculations. 

7.7.6 Expressing the CK metrics 

As an example, the following table illustrates how the CK metrics cm be expressed in 

terms of the relations, using a simplified set-based notation called SL (Succi and Uhlrik, 

1997). 



Table 8: Expression of CK metrics in terms of relations 

Meîric 

NOM 

DIT 

NOC 

CBO 

RFC 

LCOM 

Expresscd in tcrms of relations 

nom(x) = l@ : has~ethod(x,  111. 

parents(X) = i : extends(~, 1)). 
dit(x)  = i f ( p r e n t s ( ~ ) (  + 0)  rnax(@it (1) : I in pments(x))) else O. 

noc(x) = I ( I  : extend@, x)]. 

rnethm&(x) = (1 : ha&ethod(xY 1)) 
a~tn~btltecCiasse@) = @ : h d t t r i b t r e ( ~ , , l ) }  union @ : Y in n i e t h d x )  ; hdt!ribUe(~, ,I)) 
use ci Cl us ses(^) = (1 : usesAtnibuîe(~, 1, -)]union 6 : Y in methods(X) ; use.uîttrihte(Y, 1. -) 
calïedMetrhads(x) = (I : Y in methodF(X) ; calls(~, 1, -)}. 
rnethod~ïlases(~) = (I : Y in cuIïedMethodr(X) ; hasn?lethud(I, Y ) )  
c b o ( ~ )  = ~ m i & u t e d ~ i s s s e s ( ~ )  union r n e t h o d ~ l a s e s ( ~ )  union u s e d ~ l a s s e s ( ~ ) ~  

l 0 ~ ~ 1 1 ~ e t h o d s ( ~ )  = @ : hc l s~e thod(~ ,  1)) 
calledWethu&(~) = {I : Y in l a c a ~ e t h a & ( ~ )  ; calls(Y, 1, J) 
&x) = Iloca~ethocils(~) union C O I I ~ & ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ O C L F ( X )  

r n e t h 4 ~ )  = (1 : haddetthod(~, 1)) 
c o m ~ o n ~ t b i b u t e s ( ~ ,  Y) = @ : usedttribute(~, 1, -1 usedttribute(y, 1, -)) 
 set^(^) = O, J )  : I in methods(~), J in methods(X1 I t J ,  (common~ttnbutes(~, J ]  t 0 )  

 set^(^) = KI, J )  : I in methods(X), J in rnethods(x) I t J ,  ~ornmonAttrfbute.s(~, J ]  = 0 )  

dfl(x) = (setp(x)( - ~ r e t ~ ( x ] ) /  2. 

/ c o ~ ( x )  = i f ( d i f l ( ~ )  2 O )  d i f l ( ~ )  eïse O. 

This shows that the relations cm be used to formaily express the CK metrics. The metric 

values c m  then be calculated directly using these expressions. 

7.7.7 Combining relations 

For some research, it is desirable to combine the many relation sets generated for a multi- 

source-file project into one net relation set. This process is not as straight-forward as 



simply concatenating the relations together since there are duplicate relations across the 

sets. 

As an example, consider a C H  project which has three files - driver. cxx, m y c i a s s  . h, 
and m y c i a s s  . cxx. The project centers around the use of a class named M y C l a s s .  When 

we extract metrics tiom this project, we work on the two cxx files. 

In ~ Y C ~ ~ S S  . cxx, ~ Y C I ~ S S  . h is included so we have the dennition of the class dong with 

the definitions of al1 member functions. When relations are reported, the LOC for 

MyClass is the total LOC found in the class dennition plus the LOC for each member 

fùnction. 

In driver. cxx, mycias s . h is also included. However, when relations are reported, the 

LOC for MyClass is only the LOC found in the class definition. 

This causes a conflict when the relations are combined since there are two relations 

describing the LOC for MyClass. The correct relation is the one with the higher number. 

A tool is needed to distinguish between these types of relations. The cumnt relations 

which need this treatment are: 

The procedure for combining relations is detailed in Table 9. 

Table 9: Procedure for combining relations 

Stcp 1 Sample Unix sh Commands 1 
1 1. Sort each relations file 

m 1 f o r  i in * . c x x . w r l ;  do mv Si temp; 

2. Merge the sorted relations into one file 

s o r t  temp > S i ;  done 

sort -m c x x  w r l  >merged w r l  



Step 1 Sampk Unu 8h Commands 

3. Remove simple duplicates 

I I I 
Steps 1 and 2 are necessary due to the large size of the relation fdes. A simple sort 

would take excessive amounts of t h e  to perform on a concatenation of al1 the files. The 

runiq program in step 4 is a nistom t w l  written in Java which works in a similar way to 

uniq. It takes sorted relations as input, removes semantic duplicates, and writes the 

resulting relations to standard output. For instance, given the relations hasLOC(C3) and 

hasLOC(f, 1 7), runiq would remove hasLOC(C3). 

uniq merged.wr1 >uniqued.wrl 

4. Remove semantic duplicates 

The foilowing chapter describes Holmes, whose underlying architecture is suitable for 

use in the implementation of the software metrics-based critiquing system. This 

architecture is simple for developers to understand, and supports a d q u i n g  system in a 

straig ht-forward manner. 

runiq uniqued.wr1 >combined.wrl 



Chapter 8. Holmes: integrating metries-based feedback 

Holmes is a support system for Sherlock, a domain analysis and engineering 

methodology (Predonzani et al, 2000). The methodology has multiple participants, 

including developers, domain experts, and market consultants. Sherlock has many related 

activities divided into five phases - domain definition, characterization, scoping, 

modeling, and fiamework development. The complex nature of the methodology fends 

itself well to the incorporation of a critiquing system. 

1 was heavily involved in the initial architecture investigation, design, and 

implementation of the system for this project. Investigating different architecture styles 

allowed me to h d  one which would satisfy our requirements for multi-user interaction 

and incorporation of a critiquing system in a simple way. After settliag on one and 

choosing JavaSpaces (Sun Microsystems, 1998) as the underlying communication 

mechanism, 1 undertook the task of experimenting with the new technology to learn how 

it works, and to see how we can build Holmes using it. 1 then helped with the design and 

implementation of the first version of this system. 

This same architecture and critiquing system can be reused in the metrics-based 

critiquing system. 



Figure 17: Design critiquing system, FrontPage Express, and Ratioad Rose ninning 

in Holmes 

8.2 Amhitecîure overview and usefirlness 

The architecture used in Holmes centralizes on JavaSpaces (Sun Microsystems, 1 W8), 

the Sun specification of a Java-based tuple space (associative shared memory) based on 

Linda (Gelernter, 1985). The space is essentidly a shared blackboard of objects. The 

concept of putting, matching, and getting entries (the JavaSpaces equivalent of tuples) is 

simple, easy to program for, and naniraily fulfills the requirements for multi-user, 

distributed operation. In addition, Sun provides a reference JavaSpace implementation 

which c m  be used immediately. 

JavaSpaces is used to provide a general messaging mechanism. Tools simply interact 

with the space, not with each other. 



Figure 18: Use of distributed event queues in JavaSpaces for decoupied 

communication 

&2 Disnibuted event queues 

There are numerous distributed data stmctures (Fweman et al, 1999) which can be 

constnicted in the space. Holmes uses distributed event queues. Since a system would 

consist of multiple types of data, each data type corresponds roughly to an event queue. 

Tools communicate state changes by posting and listening to an appropriate event queue. 

This decoupled communication mechanism ailows tools to communicate anonymously 

with every other tool. With this, the architecture supports multi-user operation in a very 

simple way, since each user's clients can anonymously connect to the space and 

communicate appropriate data state changes. It is also very easy to add new tools to the 

system, since all that has to be done is to attach the tool to the desired event queues. 

Event queues were chosen as they preserve the order of occurrences happening in the 

context of the system. They are also easy to implement using coiiaborating entries in the 

space. A tail entry tracks the m e n t  length of the queue. Each element on the queue is an 

event entry in the space. Figure 19 shows a simplified view of one such event queue. 



Figure 19: A JavaSpace-based event queue 

For a tool to track changes to a particular data type, it should first read the tail entry and 

note the current length (a). From then on, it simply has to read went entries n+ 1, n+2, . .. 

and so on to be notified of funire events. This is very easy to implement since JavaSpaces 

supports blocking rads and entry matching by attributes (the event position in this case). 

For writing changes to a particular data type, a tool takes the t d  entry (to prevent aaother 

participant fiom writing to the queue at the same the), notes the auTent length (n), and 

writes the tail entry back into the space. The tool then writes a new event entry with the 

data change information and new position (n) into the space for other parties to read. 

To prevent possible deadlock (which will happen if the tool dies before writing the tail 

entry back into the space), all the operations described can be perfonned under a 

transaction. If the tool dies, the transaction will eventually time out and abort, and ail 

entries would be restored. JavaSpaces supports such a transaction mechanism by default. 

JavaSpace entries have the concept of expiring leases, which prevents the event queue 

entries from taking up more and more space as the queue grows. Since a queue's purpose 

is simply to notiQ obsewers of events, it is reasonable to give each entry a fairly small 

lease tirne. Mer the lease expires, a queue entry can be garbage coiiected as required. 



8.3 Tool intemon 

Tools present and create changes to one or more types of data. A tool can connect to the 

space fiom anywhere and then post and monitor for changes to a particular type of data 

on the corresponding event queue. 

A tool can also be an aggregate of other tools, launchhg specific tools only when 

necessary. In Holmes, the domain definition tool handles al1 the activities found in that 

phase. Custom views and e x t e d  applications (and their corresponding adapters) are 

invoked on demand. 

With the data-level sharing supporteci by the JavaSpace, it is possible to integrate a 

variety of applications. The requirements for a tool to be integrated are: 

Ability to communicate with the JavaSpace 

Ability to communicate domain data via specified event queues 

For Java-based tools, these requirements are easy to satisfy. For non-Java applications, a 

tool adapter has to be developed using Java. This adapter serves two purposes - the 

handling of the JavaSpace and event queue interactions, and mapping the data fkom the 

application specific format to the Java object format expected by the system. Usually, the 

application and its adapter use the Observer pattern (Gamma et al, 1994) to communicate 

data changes. 

The difficulty of building a tool adapter varies with how tight the integration is to be, and 

in what language/environment an application was developed. For very high-level 

integration (through a shared file, for example), the effort and dïflïculty is minimal. 

For lower-levels of integration, it depends on the target application. If the application was 

developed in certain languages which have facilities to communicate with Java classes, 

the adapter can be developed fairly easily provided the source code for the application is 

available. Examples of these situations include using JNI (Java Native Interface) with 

C* and using TclBlend (Stanton, 1998) with Tcl. 



For very low-level integration, extra effort is needed to interpret fine-grained 

communication. For example, ïntegrating a Microsoft COM component requires an 

adapter which can understand, interpret, and translate the component's fired events into 

equivalent JavaSpace event queue interactions. 

The use of Java is key because this allows tools on any platform supporthg a Java virtual 

machine to participate in the system. For instance, a user may be interesteci in using 

Emacs for code editing during the domain fiamework development (DFD) phase in 

Holmes. A DFD adapter keeps track of the state of the shared source files by attaching 

itself to the appropriate event queues in the JavaSpace. When a user edits a file, the 

adapter asks Emacs to load it via an Emacs Lisp (Elisp) finction c d .  The user can now 

make code changes within Emacs. Once editing is done and changes are to be cornmitteci, 

the user invokes another Elisp finction to notiQ the adapter. The adapter will then handle 

the posting ofthe code changes to the appropriate event queue(s). 

A tool for which there is no correspondhg existing application is implemented in Java. 

Such an application can take advantage of the tightest possible integration with the 

adapter, which is also written in Java. 

Using Holmes as an example, a variety of applications were integrated in this marner - 
web browsers for HTML viewing, Frontpage Express for HïML editing, Rational Rose 

for use case and class diagram editing, and custom Java applications for displaying 

stnictwed data in tree-style. 

8.4 Design critiquing system 

In the Holmes architecture, each critic of the overall critiquing system is just another tool 

participating in the event queue interactions. They Listen for changes in a specific type of 

data, evaluate the action against some preset d e s ,  and when necessary, post advice on 

another dedicated event queue. A separate tool presents the advice in a list format to the 

users. 



There are many choices in how the critiquing logic can be implemented. In Holmes, the 

Prolog language was chosen since Prolog clauses describe relationships very well. Al1 the 

Holmes data models can be described in tems of relationships (for example, a domain 

term has a definition, a product has a certain strategy, or a developer bas procedural 

programming skills). 

8.4.1 User interaction 

Like ArgoNML (Rabbins, 1998), advice in Holmes is presented to the user in the form 

of a ''To Do" List. The same advantages of this mechanism apply here - the List is non- 

disruptive, and ailows the user to act on the advice or cany on with their work 

uninterrupted. In Holmes, this List is just another tool in the system which binds to the 

JavaSpace and iistens for incoming critiques. 

There are multiple possible strategies for user interaction with the "To Do" List: 

Passive: Let the user make the changes. 

Prompt: Make the changes for the user, but prompt user for confirmation at each 

step. 

Automatic: Make the changes for the user without confimation. 

Each strategy has its own advantages. The passive strategy is usefil in the case where the 

user has several alternatives in adhering to the advice. The decision of which alternative 

to take (if any) is lefi to the user. On the other end of the spectrum, the automatic strategy 

is suitable for the case where something definitely needs to be corrected, Like in the case 

of clear rule/guideline violations. In the middle, there is the prompting strategy, which 

can be used when the critic generally knows the corrective action to take, but still wants 

the user to have some control over the transformation process. 

Ideaily, Holmes would have a mix of aU three strategies to handle different dtiquing 

situations. Currentiy, Holmes only supports the simplest passive strategy. The remainiag 

strategies are more difficult to implement properly. The correction mechanism has to be 



carefùl in not being tightly-wupled to a particular twl. One approach is the use of 

metadata, where only the desired correction behavior is described. It is then up to the tool 

as to how the behavior is accomplisheâ. 

8.5 Discussion of architeciure 

There are a number of existing tool integration frameworks. PCTE (long and Moms, 

1993) is a specification fiom the ECMA which is based on the monolithic Stoneman 

model. It has strong support for data integration, and provides a message semice for tool 

communication as well. However, this service is a low-level, Unix-like mechanism which 

makes sophisticated messaging passing more dificult. 

Hewiett-Packard's SoftBench (Cagan, 1 990) is a commercial tool integration platform. 

The broadcast message server (BMS) routes requests and event notifications between 

tools (such as compilers, debuggers, and editors of a development envuonment). The 

messages follow an abstract tool protocol, each of which has its own set of operations. 

When the BMS receives a request, it checks to see if any tools are registered to handle 

that request. If there is none, the BMS will start a tool to handle this request, if one is 

available. 

The Holmes architecture is a federation of tools. Unlike PCTE, there is no centrai server 

required - a system c m  function with just tools communicating changes with each other 

through the event queues. This makes the system more open and flexible to work with. 

The event queues mechanism in the Holmes architecture is similar to HP's SoflBench. 

Requests and event notifications are all communicated through "software buses". 

However, since the nature of Java-based event queues is abject-oxiented, more flexibility 

is gained when communication mechanisms need to be extended. Specializing an event 

queue entry would not affect the nst of the system - the JavaSpace and the tools can 

continue working with the entries as before. 

This chapter and the previous chapter have described the detaüs of two projects which 1 

have contributed a great deal to - WebMetrics and Holmes. The next chapter proposes an 



efficient implementation strategy for the software metrics-based critiquing system, which 

reuses relevant portions of those two systems. 



Chapter 9. Design of the metrics-baseà critiquhg system 

An efficient irnplementation of the system can be achieved by reusing parts of 

WebMetrics and Holmes, and developing the necessary glue logic to integrate the two 

parts. The proposed implementation strategy uses the metrics extraction tools from 

WebMetrics, and the design critiquing system architecture fiom Holmes. WebMetrics 

and Holmes are research projects which 1 bave been heavily involved in during the past 

two years. 

There are two main reasons for this choice of implementation. Fist ,  reusing parts from 

those two projects reduces development effort significantly. The rnetrics tools involve 

parsers which are notonously complicated pieces of software themselves (Truong and 

Chan, 2000). It would make iittle sense to re-develop these metrics tools for the purpose 

of this critiquing system. Also, Holmes already has an architecture supporthg design 

critiquing systems in place. Some cntics have also been dweloped using a Prolog engine. 

These concepts could be applied in a straightforward manner to the metrics-based 

cntiquiag system. 

The second reason is that there is an architectural match between the two projects, since 

both projects are Java-based. The glue logic necessary c m  be done in Java, and there 

would be no additional cost in communicatirig with the reused modules fiom the projects. 

9.1 Reuse of WebMetrks 

The metrics critiquing system takes the metrics of the codddesign of a project as input. 

WebMetrics contains a variety of metrics tools well suited to this purpose. The code- 

based tools (C/C++, Java, and Smalltalk parsers) parse a project's source code files and 

calculates the relevant metncs, while the design-based tool (Rational Rose petal file 

paner) panes a project's 00 design and extracts design metrics from it. 
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Figure 20: Use of WebMetrics 

The metrics are output in the WebMetrics Data (WMD) format, which are simple for 

programs to handle. The metrics-based critiquing system can cal1 upon the proper tool to 

analyze a design or a set of code files to extract the metrics. 

9.2 Reuse of Hoimes 

The architecture used in Holrnes supports the building and use of cntics in a 

straightforward manner. Changes in domain data of a system are communicated by event 

queues, which can be Listened to by any tool connecteci to the JavaSpace. A design critic 

can be constnicted to Listen for changes in one or more types of data, analyze the new 

state of the domain, and generate advice back into the space as appropriate. 
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Figure 21: Simplifiai view of  Holmcs architecture 

In the metrics-based critiquing system, metrics cntics can be implemented in the same 

manner. When metrics are available for a software development project, those metrics are 

placed on a metrics event queue. The metrics critics would be alerted about the 

availability of metrics, retrieve them, and compare them against metrics-based d e s .  If 

rules have been broken, the violations are posted back into the JavaSpace dong with the 

underlying rationale and advice. 



The metrics tools fiom WebMetrics and the architecture fiom Holmes can be used to 

build the overaii system. The portions of the system requiring development effort are the 

two adapters (shown in double-lined boxes below) and the overall wrapper application. 

architecture fiom Holmes 

Pro posed 
design 

(design or 
code) 

WebMetrics 
metrics 

extraction 
tool 

Metrics 
(WMD) 

List of 
criîiques 

(compiler- 
style output 

format) 

Critique 
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Figure 22: Metria-based critiquing system implementation 

The critiquing system would be a Java application which is packaged with: 

WebMetrics metrics extraction tools 

Holmes JavaSpace startup classes 



Holmes event queue classes 

Holmes critiquing system classes 

Adapters 

9.3.1 Flow of events 

When the critiquing system is given a design or a set of source files to critique, it calis on 

the appropriate meuics tool to extract the metrics. After the metrics have been obtained, 

the system perforrns some setup for the critiquing system: 

1. Start the JavaSpace 

2. Initialize the "metrics" and "critiques" event queues. 

3. Invoke al1 metrics critics and attach them to the event queues. 

4. Invoke the "critique output adapter" and attach it to  the "critiques" event queue. 

At this point, the system cm go ahead with the flow of data. The WMD metrics are 

supplied to the "metrics input adapter," whose job is to wnvert those metrics into proper 

JavaSpace metrics entries. Those entries are then put on to the "meuics" event queue. 

The next sequence of operations is automatic. Each metrics critiquing tool receives the 

metrics entries and perfonns a specific critique on them. If any iules are violated, the 

accompanying critique is placed on the "critiques" event queue. 

The critique entries are picked up by the "critique output adapter," whose job is to 

convert them into a form presentable in a user-interface. As a command-line tool, the 

critiquing system would simply List all the critiques on standard output in compiler output 

style (filename : linenum: message). 

9.3 -2 Enabling specific critics 

The system has the ability to only perform certain types of critiques to reduce the amount 

of output and aid the developer in concentrating on certain violations first. This is easily 

accomplished in the flow of events described in the preMous section. Instead of invoking 



ail the metrics critics and attaching them to the event queues, only the relevant critics are 

dealt with. Due to the flexible nature of the communication mechanism, nothing else in 

the system has to change. 

As an example, suppose the developer is only interested in direct d e  violations (the d e s  

which are directly derived fiom a metrics mode1 observation, rather than mles which rely 

on combinations of observations). The fiont-end receives the "-wdi K e c t - rules  - on1y7' 

option, and when invoking the individual xnetrics critics, only invokes those which rely 

on direct d e s .  The resulting critiques would automatically be the ones the developer is 

interested in. 

There are different implementations for classifying the metrics critics. However, since 

this system is Java-based, the simplest way is to have each critic implement "marker" 

interfaces which indicate what kind of critic they are. A "marker" interface is an empty 

interface or type. At runtime, the Java i n s  tanceof operator can then be used to 

determine whether a paiticular critic fits a certain type. 

For example, the rule which says that the depth of inheritance tree (DIT) value of a class 

should not exceed 4 is both a direct d e ,  and also an 00-metrics based rule. So, the critic 

associated with that rule would implement both the DirectRule and OOMetricsBused 

interface. At runtime, because the critic is an instance of the DirectRule type, it is 

invoked and attached to the event queues. 

Even though an implementation strategy has been proposed, and the parts fiom 

WebMetrics and Holmes are already working, the overail system has not been 

implemented yet. This is due to time constraints, brought on by a great deal of effort and 

diniculty involved with the development of the WebMetrics C++ metrics tool. 

The C++ metrics tool is very important as it is currently being used in conjundion with 

industry research. This means the tool has to be continually improved and fixed as 



problems arise. The Iatest C* standard (Stroustrup, 1997) is very large and complex, 

with new feanires such as namespaces and nested template definitions. Also, different 

C* compilers adhere to the standard to varying degrees, and accept their own compiler- 

specific syntax and definitions. This makes the task of ensuring that the metrics tool 

works for aü possible C* programs very time-consumuig and difficult. 

On top of that, the development of a language parser for C* has a very steep learning 

c w e .  Early design choices made while still learning tumed out to have adverse effects 

on the ease of maintenance. For instance, the productions and associated actions are 

closely interleaved in the grammar file, making it difficult to read, understand, and 

change. 

It might seem easier for the C3-t metrics tool to be built on top of an existing parser, such 

as the popular GNU C compiler (gcc). The problem is that the WebMetrics C++ metrics 

tool needs to be written in Java to ensure that it runs on as many potential client 

environments as possible. Coupling it to gcc would not satis@ that requirement, and 

would cause many more setup problems on the client platform. 

9.5 Possible use 

Metrics-based cntiquing cm be integrated into the Holmes system to extend the support 

for the Sherlock methodology. 

9.5.1 Background on Sherlock 

Sherlock (Predonzani et al, 2000) supports the analysis and development of an entire 

domain of products rather thm just a single product. Such an approach aliows software 

producers to bring an economic and strategic perspective into software development. 

Users of the methodology examine how their products can be positioned in the market in 

order to fair well against competition using a variety of techniques to increase both the 

intemal and extemal value of those produas. In addition, a side effect of analyzing the 

entire domain is the realization of opportunities for horizontal reuse. 



This methodology is comprised of five phases: 

Domain definition 

Domain characterization 

Domain scoping 

Domain modeling 

Domain fiamework development 

Each phase consists of multiple activities performed by a combination of developers, 

domain experts, and market consultants. Many of the activities are interrelated, so the 

work in each activity is u sudy  retlected elsewhere. 

9.5.2 Critiquing system for Sherlock 

Sherlock is an ideal candidate for the application of a critiquing system. M a y  of the 

activities involve making difficult decisions. In an activity like determinhg a product 

strategy, there are multiple possible solutions, each having its own risks and benefits to 

the resulting development plan. As an organization goes through the phases of the 

methodology, it gains new knowledge which should be used to guide users through the 

different activities which could be revisited. 

9.5.3 Sherlock phases benefiting from metrics-based critiquing 

Sherlock has two phases to which metncs-based critiquing c m  be applied. These are 

domain modeiing and domain fiamework development. 

In domain modeling, the analysis of a domain is translated fkom UML use cases into class 

diagrams. The class diagrams form the basis of the fiamework which would eventually be 

constructed to support fast development of the products in the domaia. Thus, this design 

is very important as the resulting products' quality indirectly depends on the quality of  

this fiamework. Critiquing the design in this phase and identi@ing potentially 

troublesome classes would Save a great deal of work. 



Domain framework development is the phase in which the underlying fiamework for 

fùture products is developed. In this phase, developers are dealing with source code 

which would likely deviate fiom the resulting design fkom the domain modeling phase. 

The introduced deviations are a concem for quality, so critiquing the code at this phase 

adds an additional quality check on the products. 

9.5.4 Adding metrics-based critiquing to Holmes 

Holmes already exists to support the Sherlock methodology. This system has a design 

critiquing system which critiques the different activities which users c m  interact with. To 

add even more value to this system, the metrics-based crïtiquing system cm be 

incorporated. This is similar to the proposed implementation strategy of the metrics-based 

critiquing system, so the process would be straighûorward. 

This addition adds good value to Holmes. In addition to having design critics which 

monitor the users' actions in most of the phases and activities, there are also critics which 

monitor the quality of the resulting designs and code nom the point of view of software 

metrics. This combination makes heavy use of feedback in order to improve the quality 

of the work related to the methodology, and the h a 1  software products. 



Chapter 10. Conclusions and future work 

Software development needs to leam fiom past experience. This improves the 

development process and also the resulting quality of products. The feedback is 

especially important in the early lifecycle phases, where preventive and corrective actions 

are easiest and cheapest to implement. 

A critiquing system is a suitable mechanism to provide this feedback, but one based on 

soAware metrics models does not yet exist. This thesis presented why software 

development is a suitable domain for critiquing, and describes a metrics-based critiquing 

system. This critiquing system uses a passive intervention strategy, where the designer 

explicitly invokes the system to critique a proposed design. Critiques are accompanied by 

an explmation of the nsks, and possible corrective actions. 

This thesis also proposed a viable implementation approach, which reuses modules fiom 

two past research projects - WebMetrics and Holmes. WebMetrics contains metrics tools 

which extract a set of software metrics tiom source code or UML class designs. Holmes 

has an underlying architecture which already supports a cntiquing system in a 

straightforward marner. Both systems are Java-based, making it easy to integrate the two 

into the metrics-based critiquing system. 

10.2 Future research directions 

There are several research directions which could emerge fiom this work. 

There could be empirical validation studies on the incorporation of a metrics-based 

cntiquing system to a software development process. Many mature h s  already have 

some form of code inspection a d o r  review process in place. It would be interesthg to 

see how much value is added by having additiod automated feedback based on past 

soAware metrics and models. 

A side objective of such a study would be to survey users on what khd of critique 

fütering would actualiy be useful for them. The previous chapters used examples such as 



"direct d e s  ody" and "00 metrics based rules only," which are obvious choices but 

perhaps not the most practical. In an empiricd study, the usetùl types of filtering could be 

explored and revealed. 

Another interesting area of investigation is to apply an active intervention metrics-based 

critiquing system to soffware design. The system described in this thesis uses the passive 

intervention strategy due to the nature of source code. Designs can be cntiqued more 

reliably even if they are still being worked on. As stated in (Fischer et al, 1993), passive 

critics are usually not activated early enough by designers. 

To provide better critiquing output, WebMetrics can be enhanced to include line numbers 

in its metrics output. In this way, critiques wiil include both the filename and the line 

number for users to have fast access to the offending entity. This would allow users to 

check on the violations and implement corrective actions more quickly. 

The current proposal of the critiquing system allows users to interact with the critiquing 

output in a passive way. Users have to manuaily implement corrective actions based on 

suggestions given by the critique. A prompting strategy could be feasible for some simple 

cases to partially automate these corrective actions. More research could be done on how 

refactoring tools could be integrated with the critiquing system. A refactoring tool aids 

users in performing code transformations. This is done safely since these types of tools 

understand the conte- of a source project and the workings of a particular language. The 

supported transformations are invariant and fully automated. Examples of such tools 

include the Smalltalk Refactoring Browser (Brant and Roberts, 1999), JRefactov 

(Seguin, 2000) which works on Java code, and Xrefactory (xref-Tech, 2000) which 

works on C and Java code. 
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